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This paper presents the results of a multiple year effort to create a 

business specific set of integrated parametric cost models for complex 

electronics hardware development in such a way that all disciplines 

and activities that participate in that development process have a 

piece of the model and a stake in the data collection that drives the 

model.  This “grounds up” approach provides that added benefit of 

cost allocation guidance once the development is approved.
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Introduction

 All attempts to develop integrated Cost Models have failed
– Until recently!
– Functional Org composition antagonistic to integrated cost models
– Organizational product integration extremely helpful
– Know What You Do!
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Know What You Do! Product Example

This kind of 
understanding 
requires deep 
dives into the 

product portfolio
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Know What You Do! Product Example 2
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Product Pyramid (not Comprehensive)

 Product Owner Decompositions
– Level 1

 Systems Development & IVV
 Systems of Systems

– Level 2
 Sub-Systems Units
 Sub-Systems Modules

– Levels 3 & 4
 Components
 Activities
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Example of Product Level Decomposition
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Responsibility Chart
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Product Architectures

Cost Containment 
and often silo 

based activities



Comments about Responsibility
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Normal Data Interaction Chart

Cost System System Engineering
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Data Synergies

 Product Cost Data
– Costs and Models POST System Engineering

 Requirements Development, 
 Interconnects
 System Modeling

– Costing an Integrated Gate 4 Bid
 Golden BOEs
 Golden Gate Package
 Gas Gauges
 Parametric Model
 Sim-To

– Costing an Integrated Product ROM
 Parametric Model
 Sim-To

– “Should Cost”/Designed to Cost
 Internal Parametric
 Commercial Parametric

– Priced to Win
 TBD (Commercial Tool)

– Costing an Integrated EAC
 ETC= EAC-ITD
 Final Cost Collection Related

– In-Process Productivity
 Final Cost Collection Related
 Integrated

Use Case:
Antenna Product Owner needs to be able 
to quickly do design trades to be able to 
effectively bid recurring engineering, the 
most important cost of a bid.  
Dependencies today are:  In-Process 

Productivity, Priced to Win, Should-

cost, quick costing architectural 

trades, Gate 4 Bid
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Antenna Layer

Signal Layer

 Simulation of Airborne, Space-Borne and Ship Based Radar Systems

Trajectory Layer PlatformVt  =  -8 
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Range with SP=  16650  M      
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Detection Rate 
Measurements

Prob Detection=   100%
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StartStopOption=Auto 

Tx _Pos _ECI {Sink @Data Flow M odels}

123
StartStopOption=Auto 

Tx _Az im uth {Sink @Data Flow M odels}

123
StartStopOption=Auto 

Target_RCS {Sink @Data Flow M odels}

123
StartStopOption=Auto 

S1 {Sink @Data Flow M odels}

123
StartStopOption=Auto 

Rx _Elev ation {Sink @Data Flow M odels}

123
StartStopOption=Auto 

Rx _Az im uth {Sink @Data Flow M odels}123
StartStopOption=Auto 

RADAR_LocI nAntennaFrame

Azim uth
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Ant Yaw
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BodyRoll
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Yaw
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Yaw
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Roll

123
StartStopOption=Samples  

123
StartStopOption=Samples  

PD_Out {Sink @Data Flow M odels}

123
StartStopOption=Auto 

S3 {Sink @Data Flow M odels}

123
StartStopOption=Auto 

S8 {Sink @Data Flow M odels}

RADAR_EchoG enerator
out Signal

Tar get ScatterRCS

Tar get ScatterLoc

RxPlat f ormLoc

TxPlat f ormLoc

inSignal

123
StartStopOption=Samples  

PC_data {Sink @Data Flow M odels}

RADAR_CFAR

t hr eshold

out put

input

123
StartStopOption=Samples  

PD_Out1 {Sink @Data Flow M odels}

123

StartStopOption=Samples  
Dis abled: OPEN

PD_Th {Sink @Data Flow M odels}

RADAR

Pd_M eas urement

Fc

CxEnv

E1 {Env ToCx @Data Flow M odels}

Fc

EnvCx

Fc =2e+9 Hz  [fc]
C1 {Cx ToEnv @Data Flow M odels}

Am pl i fier

Gain=90 
GainUni t=dB 

A1 {Am pl i fier@Data Flow M odels}

RF_Link

SYS

Calc Phas eNois e=NO 
EnableNois e=NO 

FreqSweepSetup=Automatic  
Sc hem atic =RFTx  
Dis abled: OPEN

Subnetwork 1 {RF_Link @Data Flow M odels}

123
StartStopOption=Auto 

S4 {Sink @Data Flow M odels}

123
StartStopOption=Auto 

S5 {Sink @Data Flow M odels}

Fc

EnvCx

Fc =2e+9 Hz  [fc]
C3 {Cx ToEnv @Data Flow M odels}

T

Sam pleRate=4e+6 Hz  [fs]
S6 {SetSam pleRate@Data Flow M odels}

Spect rum Anal yzer

Env

OutputFc =Center 
A2 {AddEnv @Data Flow M odels}

Gain=100e-9  [1 .0/(10 (̂SJ R/20))*SigPow]
G2 {Gain@Data Flow M odels}

RADAR_Clut t er G en

Gain=5.012e-6  [10 (̂-1 .0*SCR/20)*SigPow]
G1 {Gain@Data Flow M odels}

RADAR

Detec tor

RADAR_LFM Ref

Sam pleRate=4e+6 Hz  [fs]

RADAR

PD

Sam pleRate=4e+6 Hz  [fs]

RADAR

LFM

Sam pleRate=4e+6 Hz  [fs]
RADAR_Ant enna_Tx

out put

input

Beam Elevation

Beam Azimuth

Tar get Elevation

Tar get Azimuth

Beam Elev ationAngle= 0  °
Beam Az im uthAngle= 0  °

TargetElev ationAngle=(1x1) [0] °
TargetAz im uthAngle=(1x1) [0] °

AntennaWidth=0.5 m
AntennaHeight=0.5 m

Pattern=Uni form  
RadarWork M ode=Tracking 

R21 {RADAR_Antenna_Tx @RADAR M odels}

RADAR_Ant enna_Rx
out put

input

Beam Elevation

Beam Azimuth

Tar get Elevation

Tar get Azimuth

Beam Elev ationAngle= 0  °
Beam Az im uthAngle= 0  °

TargetElev ationAngle=(1x1) [0] °
TargetAz im uthAngle=(1x1) [0] °

AntennaWidth=0.5 m
AntennaHeight=0.5 m

Pattern=Uni form  
RadarWork M ode=Tracking 

R7 {RADAR_Antenna_Rx @RADAR M odels}

out put

signal

r ef erence

WindowTy pe=Rec tangle 
Sam pleRate=10e6 Hz

Bandwidth=5e6 Hz

T

RADAR_EWJamming
jam m ing

r ange

signal

Atm os pheric _Los s _Factor=0 
Sy s tem _Loss=0 

Sam pleRate=10e6 

Example 1 of Data to Collect: Generic Architecture
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Structure
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Example 1 of Data to Collect: Generic Hardware
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Example 1 of Data to Collect
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Identifying the Activities in the Products

RCCC code Bid Detail
Part of Product 

Bid and BOE
(Y/N)

Bidder(s)

EEC Center

Dx EE Design Yes

GA? EE Support No

FG Component Engineering No

MOEC Center

MD ME Design Yes

MA ME Analysis (Thermal & structural) No

MF ME STE No

MC ME Cable No

MD PWB CAD No

???? ME Support No

FF Materials and Processes No

EE Planning No

EF Tooling No

EB Manufacturing Eng No

GB Radiation Effects No

SDC Center

BY Requirements Flow Down No

GA Supportability No

GC Reliability/ Maintainability No

GD Safety No

Gx? System Integrity (as needed) No

SVC Center

DR Test Eng No

FA HW CM No

FA SW CM No

IntLab? Integration Labs No

DwgChk? Drawing Check No

SWEC

CY SWEC Design - Board Support Package No

Mission Assurance

FC HW Quality No

FC SW Quality No

Operations

EC Assy Time No

ED Production Control

EG Touch Labor (+POD and EDM builds) No

EY OPS Mgmt No

EnvTest? Environmental Tests No

Supply Chain Management

FD SCM Buyer (POD and EDM parts purchase) No

FD SCM MPM No
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Analyzing the Data, Building the Equations
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Driver Value

EE DM Design Number of Terminations 5000
% Reuse 40-60%
Environment Tech Demo/Commercial
Digital to Analog Ratio Infinite (all digital)
Technology Low, Normal, High
Replication (Design Uniquness) 100%
Obsolescence Yes
    Level of knowledge of design Low
    Level of conformance required Low
DM EE Design Hours 2744

DM Electronics Packaging Square Feet of Drawing (Reused Square Footage Not Included) 250
Environment Space/Vacuum
Hardware Level 1
Percent Re-Use 0-20%
Technology High Speed Digital
Density 1d
Prior Design Leverage PDL Category 1
Gate Review Depth Top Level
Concept Volatility Tolerance CVT Category 1
Design Type Module
DM Electronics Packaging Hours 1625

DM Component Engineering Total part count (including new and reuse parts) 200
Reuse percentage (number of reused parts / number of total parts) 50%
Classification Classified
Hardware Level 1
Program Maturity Redesign
Control Drawings Required Minimal
Scope Change Y-Scope
APMPL Y-APMPL
Small Part Count (<200) Y-SPC
Deployment Variation Y-DV
DM Component Engineering Hours 158

DM CCA Design Choose CCA Type High Speed Digital Design
Estimated # of Layers 10
Complexity High
Schematic Done by CAD No
New/Reroute New
DM CCA Design Hours 834

DM Materials and Processes DM Electronics Packaging Hours (Materials and Processes) 162
DM Thermal Analysis Thermal Analysis Inculded Yes

Thermal Analysis (Complexity) Medium Complexity
DM Thermal Analysis Hours 144

DM Structural Analysis Structural Analysis Included Yes
Structural Analysis (Complexity) Low Complexity
Structural Analysis (Similarity Leveraged) Similarity Leveraged
Durability - Vibe Analysis Included Yes
Durability - Vibe Analysis (Complexity) High Complexity
Durability - Vibe (Includes Thermal-Elasticity Analysis) Does not Include Thermal-Elastic Analysis
DM Structural Analysis Hours 423

DM Doc Check DM Doc Check Included Yes
# of D Size Drawings 20
# of Documents
# of Revisions
DM Doc Check Hours 141

Total Hours Total Hours 6231

Building from the Bottom

3/27/2015
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Allocating Costs to a Schedule
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Building the Portfolio
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Path to Improvement
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Human 
Intensive 
Systems

Governance
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Maturing the Cost System Engineering
TRL TRL Description

Description when 

TRL reached

Focus of effort to 

reach TRL
Governance Culture Process Tools (Eng Dev'd) Tools (IT Dev'd)

1 Basic principles observed 
and reported

Problem and Potential 
Solution Identified

Preliminary 
identification of 

problem; potential 
solutions identified

2
Technology concepts or 

applications (or both) 
formulated

System Trades 
Conducted, Point 
Design Selected

System trades; 
indentification of point 

solution

3

Analytical and experimental 
critical function or 

characteristic proof of 
concept (or both)

System Design, 
CONOPs, Failure 

Modes Documented

System conops; 
System decomposition; 

system and product 
rqmts development

System elements 
defined; product rqmts 

defined; system 
performance rqmts 

defined

Cultural change rqmts 
defined; cultural 

elements identified; 
change toolkit 

templates completed

Process rqmts defined; 
Process changes / 

developments identified

Tool rqmts defined; 
Tool changes / 

developments identified

Tool rqmts defined; 
Tool changes / 
developments 

identified

4
Component or breadboard 
validation in a laboratory 

environment

Critical Elements 
Designed and Checked 

Out

Preliminary design of 
products

Critical elements poc 
demo

Discussions and 
preliminary buyin with 

stakeholders

Process conops, flow, 
key steps defined; 

Successful preliminary 
review

Preliminary tool 
prototype or mock-up; 

Tool-process 
preliminary integration 

flow

Preliminary tool 
prototype or mock-up; 

Tool-process 
preliminary integration 

flow

5
Component or breadboard 

validation in the relevant 
environment

Critical Elements 
Tested in Simulated 

Env

Final design of 
products; preliminary 
system performance 

analysis

Critical elements 
advanced poc demo

Discussions and 
detailed buyin with 

stakeholders

Process conops, flow, 
steps defined; 

successful design review

Tool design complete; 
tool tested by 

developers; successful 
review

Tool design complete; 
tool tested by 
developers; 

successful review

6

Demonstration of system 
or subsystem model or 
prototype in the relevant 

environment

All GCPT Tested in 
Simulated Env

System performance 
demonstration; deep 

stakeholder 
engagement

Components shown to 
meet performance 

rqmts; System meets 
expected perrormance

Stakeholder 
engagement plan in 

place; POC with pilot 
stakeholders 
successful

Stakeholder review and 
approval of process; 

process meets 
performance rqmts

Stakeholder review and 
approval of tool; tool 
meets performance 

rqmts

Stakeholder review 
and approval of tool; 

tool meets 
performance rqmts

7
Demonstration of a system 
prototype in an operational 

environment

All GCPT Engineering 

Models  Piloted 
Successfully

Preliminary (Test) 
Deployment to small 
number of pilot areas; 
system performance 

documented; 
deployment via experts 

/ design team

System shown to 
meet performance 
rqmts; deployment 

plan/metrics defined

Proto training proven 
effective; stakeholder 
engagement effective; 

Lessons learned 
incorporation plan

Process successfully 
piloted; preliminary 

process performance 
metrics reported

Tool successfully 
piloted; may include 

significant use of 
experts

Tool successfully 
piloted; may include 

significant use of 
experts

8

Actual system completed 
and "flight qualified" through 
testing and demonstration 

activities

All GCPT Final System 

Elements  Piloted 
Successfully

Deployment to small 
number of areas; 

deployment via experts 
/ design team; Focused 
training for operational 

deployment

System shown to 
meet performance 

rqmts

Final training proven 
effective; stakeholder 
engagement effective; 

lessons learned 
incorporation in place

Process fully integrated 
into IPDS; Process 

released into 
management system; 

Process rqmts 
compliance 

demonstrated thru user 
deployment 

Tool released, under 
configuration control, 

referenced 
appropriately within 

mangement system; 
Tool usability 

demonstrated via users

Tool released, under 
configuration control, 

referenced 
appropriately within 

mangement system; 
Tool usability 

demonstrated via 
users

9
Actual system "flight 

proven" through successful 
mission operations

All GCPT in LRIP

Limited deployment 
according to written 

deployment plan; 
deployment via 

operational team

System performance 
metrics recorded and 
monitored as part of 
standard metrics set

Final training proven 
effective; stakeholder 
engagement effective; 

lessons learned 
incorporation in place

Process fully integrated 
into IPDS; Process 

released into 
management system; 

Process rqmts 
compliance 

demonstrated thru user 
deployment 

Tool released, under 
configuration control, 

referenced 
appropriately within 

mangement system; 
Tool usability 

demonstrated via users

Tool released, under 
configuration control, 

referenced 
appropriately within 

mangement system; 
Tool usability 

demonstrated via 
users

"10"
System Deployed, 

Operational, and Effective
All GCPT in Production 

/ Sustainment

Ongoing pervasive 
deployment and 

maintenance

Ongoing deployment; 
Ongoing performance 

measurement

Minor Training 
Package Updates as 

necessary

Minor updates as 
necessary

Minor updates and bug 
fixes as necessary

Minor updates and bug 
fixes as necessary

Problem identified; potential solutions identified; potential ROI identified

Problem and potential solutions well-defined and documented; System trade study complete; System point solution 
formally identified

Research 

Type

Research 

Description
TRL TRL Description

Description when TRL 

reached

Focus of effort to reach 

TRL
Governance Culture Process Tools (Eng Dev'd) Tools (IT Dev'd)

1 Basic principles observed and 
reported

Problem and Potential 
Solution Identified

Preliminary identification of 
problem; potential solutions 

identified

2 Technology concepts or 
applications (or both) formulated

System Trades 
Conducted, Point Design 

Selected

System trades; 
indentification of point 

solution

3
Analytical and experimental 

critical function or characteristic 
proof of concept (or both)

System Design, CONOPs, 
Failure Modes 
Documented

System conops; System 
decomposition; system and 
product rqmts development

How should the system perform? How do 
we measure that?  What other SAS 

functions should be considered and what 
role do they play?  Where/who makes 

inputs (data for the cost model)?  How do 
we ensure that data is accurate?  What are 
the requirements for the system elements?  

...requirements of the bid, number of 
system interfaces, level of knowledge of 
resources, bid complexity? How will we 
measure if the system is being used, if 

users are participating, and how the 
requirements are being 

developed/implemented.  Who is 
responsible (organization) for any process 

change that's been identified?
  Create a document that summarizes 

the consensus of the team on how the 

system should perform (roles and 

responsibilities), which organization is 

responsible for the change, and what 

should be measured - including system 

requirements and failure modes 

(create a document to track this) and 

interatively update it to remove the 

failure modes.  Utilize SMEs to develop 

cost model system  requirements.  

Ensure the requirements are being 

measured and track their 

implementation across organizations. 

Create a risk register.

What cultural change needs to happen, if any?  
Understanding the system and how those affected will handle 

is important to ensure system sustainment.  How will you 
identify those affected and get them on board?  Are there any 

barriers (policies/people/positions) that could affect this 
effort? Identify and utilize SMEs to understand culture 

requirements needed for system success.  Know who the 
stakeholders are and those affected by the system and 

determine their knowledge level/wilingness to change for their 
role.  

Create documentation of all the SMEs and stakeholders 

are and how they feel/what their current knowledge 

level about cost models is  (survey/artifact collection).  

Document any of the barriers that coud affect the effort.  

Get functional manager level signoff on any changes.  

Make a list of actions that will need to happen to get 

everyone on baord. Utilize the Change Leadership tool 

kit to identify and plan to address any cultural change 

issues.

What are the current process requirements?  What are 
the systems and policies that need to be followed in 

order to change the current process?    
Document all requested changes from current state 

processes in a detailed flow chart (include policies 

and processes).  Document the failure modes and 

impact of those possible failures.  List all of the 

policies and processes that have to be changed and 

find out if they can be changed.   Put all documents 

in a centralized location. 

Do any of the processes warrant a tool to be 
developed?  What problem will the tool solve?  What 

would be the requirements of the tool?  Does the effort 
involve changing an existing tool?  If so, how? Are 

there any single point solutions that will work?  What 
about any existing cost model tools the PO may have 

already developed?  Can those be utilized?
Develop the business case for developing a tool.  

Additional tools could be utilized to see if a new 

tool is necessary (PFMEA).  Document the single 

point solutions and determine what works and 

what doesn't and why.  For a possible new tool, 

document the changes that need to be made to 

get the system to future state utilizing a tool; 

thereby creating the tool specific requirements.

Do any of the processes warrant a tool to be developed 
by IT?  What problem will the tool solve that an 

Engineering tool couldn't solve?  What would be the 
requirements of the tool?  Does the effort involve 

changing something that IT has already developed?  If 
so, how?   

Develop a business case suggesting IT develop an 

enterprise wide tool.  This can be done through an 

evaluation of the Eng Developed tool.  Benchmark 

other like tools. Document any changes from an 

Eng specific tool that would need to be developed 

for the enterprsie. If anything was created by 

Engineering, leverage that knowledge/completed 

work for developing the requirements of the IT tool. 

4
Component or breadboard 
validation in a laboratory 

environment

Critical Elements Designed 
and Checked Out

Preliminary design of 
products

What are the overall CONOPS?  Wat is 
needed for system success in the future? 

What are the ctitical elements out of all the 
elements of a cost model system?  What 
are the potential system failure modes?

  Document the policies and CONOPS 

in Word.  Show through documentation 

where the current system is and be 

able to compare it to the future state.  

This document needs to also include 

the failure modes.  Identification of 

responsible organization should be 

completed.

Have the stakeholders been defined form the cration of the 
CONOPS? All stakeholders should be engaged and on board 

with proposed changes or else system failure is imminent.  
Are the stakeholders aware of the proposed changes and do 

we have their initial buy-in? 
Require some sort of documentation (email, meeting 

notes, etc.) showing who all the stakeholders are if they 

are on board with proposed changes.  Document the 

culture change activities.  Determine what the measure 

will be to know if the stakeholders are one board.   A 

contract for change will be required for the owning 

organization and support personnel accepting the 

culture change.

Is there a process flow  in the CONOPS  Who is 
responsible for the processes? Have the proposed 
preliminary processes been reviewed by SMEs?  

Create a process flow of the key steps of a cost 

model system based on the system CONOPS - 

shows who does what and how to do it.  (If there 

are sub teams within the team, ask them to create 

the process flow digram within each team). Use ppt 

or Excel to document the steps of the process.  

Document failure modes and 

mitigration/acceptance plan as agreed on  by the 

team.  Utilize meeting mins and preliminary review 

with agreement by SME's, POs, and stakeholders.

What will the tool look like and how will it act?  Has a 
process flow been created for how the tool will be used 
and integrated? What are all the interfaces?  Does it 

need to feed data to other systems or do other 
systems need to feed it?  What information should be 

delivered as an 'end item'?  How is that information 
verified?  Has a prototype be created?  Who will create 
it and what type of functionality does it need to be able 

to demonstrate? 
 Create templates for what the tool should do and 

document in Excel/Word what the interfaces/data 

are that exchange between the tool and other 

tools.   Develop the overall tool requirements for 

creating the foundation structure, architecture, 

and functionality of a preliminary tool. 

Has the Eng developed tool been evaluated for reguse in 
a formal solution?    What are the tool functionality, 

architecture, and verification methods?  Does the team 
understand what the requirements of an IT developed 
tool are?    Will this tool beign developed from IT be a 
single solution for all PO's or just a few? Where does 

this tool fit into the IT roadmap?  Does a prototype exist 
from Engineering development? 

 Articulate a process and workflow showing how 

the IT tool should work in the overall process.  This 

could be on a process flow diagram or through 

Excel.   Gain team alignment through meeting 

mins as to what the tool architecture should be.  

Complete an enterprise protoype tool which should 

be used for tool testing.

6.3a Advanced Technology 
Development

5
Component or breadboard 

validation in the relevant 
environment

Critical Elements Tested in 
Simulated Env

Final design of products; 
preliminary system 

performance analysis

Can the proposed cost system meet 
performance requirements using real data 
and simulated roles/responsibilities? Has 

this been vetted throughout the 
organization to ensure a collaborative 

solution?  
Using defined metrics, verify the 

critical cost model system elements 

meet the requirements.  Several 

significant programs in different 

business areas are used as scenarios in 

the proposed system.  Conduct a full 

trial run with SMEs and stakeholders 

with real cost data to determine if any 

failure modes or implementation gaps 

exist.

Does a plan exist for explaining to affected personnel why the 
change is needed?  What degree of goodness exist for 

'stakeholder' buyin and how do you know when you have it?
  Require additional meetings take place with verified 

stakeholders.  At those meetings, notes should be taken 

to serve as documentation of stakeholder buyin. Create 

a personnel support plan for the system both for 

deployment and sustainment with some efficiency built 

into the plan.  Use meeting minutes to document that 

all training and communication plans have been 

reviewed and approved by team including 

configuration management personnel.

Where are the CONOPS of the new processes?  Have all 
the key steps been considered?  Does the flow make 

sense?  Have the processes been validated by SME's?  
Do any policies exist that the new proccesse are in 

violation of?  Have all resources been considered for the 
new proceses?    What does the new process look like?   
What are the inputs/outputs of the cost model system? 

(interfaces)  
  Work with the team to develop the CONOPS for 

the new cost model system processes.  Document 

the new process and keep an up to date file 

showing the new process(es) being developed. 

Create a way to ensure the new proccesses will be 

followed and measure to be sure they are being 

followed.  Review the process with the SME's and 

document failure modes.  Integrate their input as a 

new revision to be reviewed by the stakeholders.   

Make sure flow diagrams are updated to include 

feedback from past cost model system failures.

Has funding been approved for the development of a 
tool?   Has all functionality and the interfaces been 

thought through?  Who will actually develop the tool?  
Someone within Engineering or IT?  Has the tool been 

tested by the developers?  Did they approve the 
continued development of the tool?  

Engineering will assign the developers through a 

roles and responsiblitiy matrix and create a 

working Engineering Tool.  The Proto Type is 

capitalized on for reuse.

How wil lthis be delivered to IT?  Who is responsible for 
overseeing IT?

 Utilizing the prototype of the IT tool, develop a 

testing process for IT to follow.  The process should 

include a review and measures of success.  Think 

through how this will be executed.  

6.3b
Demonstration and 
Validation (DemVal) 

Activities
6

Demonstration of system or 
subsystem model or prototype 

in the relevant environment

All GCPT Tested in 
Simulated Env

System performance 
demonstration; deep 

stakeholder engagement

Have indicators been developed to measure 
system success?  Does the system work 

in a simulated environment? What 
additional resources are needed and 

leadership engagement to ensure success 
now and in the future? Can a pilot of the 

system be deployed? 
Put together a plan for testing the 

proposed cost model system in a 

'simulated' environment.  It may be 

several simulations depending on how 

many single point solutions are being 

vetted. Request the data supporting a 

cost model system conceptually works 

in a simulated environment and the 

measures of 'goodness' that came from 

that test.  Develop the ability to 

determine how pervasive the system is 

used.

Did the system perform as expected in a simulated 
enviornment in order to gain in depth buy in from all 

stakeholders?  If not, what needs to change?  Was training 
documentation created?  If so, was there a plan to create it?  
Were all factors considered?  how it will be updated, how it 

will be validated, and why those impacted would want to 
comply?  

Create the documentation that shows how the proposed 

system should work for all users involved and affected.  

Create preliminary training and communicaiton plan for 

the new processes to be distrubuted for the pilot of the 

new system. Ensure management has agreed to the 

communication plan. (email/documentation of 

approval)

Have the proccesses and process requirements been 
reviewed by the stakeholders?  How were they verified?  
If they were verified, did the stakeholders approve it?  If 
not, what needs to change and how does the team plan 
on gaining approval?  Once approval is gained, do the 

stakholders approve a pilot of the process?  What is the 
deployment plan for a pilot of the processes?  
Review the proposed processes with the 

stakeholders through meetings and document their 

approval and suggestions.   

What is the plan to have stakeholders review the tool 
for further verification?  What is the measuring criteria 

by which the tool will be held to prove it meets 
performance requirements?  

Following the development of the tool, the SMEs 

and stakeholders are to review the tool and fill 

out information about the tool (survey, 

questionnaire, etc.)  The known expectation of 

the tool must be defined in order to compare the 

results of the stakeholder and SME analysis.

Do all the stakeholders agree the prototype of the tool is 
working as intended? Is it meeting system 

requirements? 
Hold a review for all stakholders to approve the 

tool based on how the prototype met the 

requirements.  Any method will work for reviewing 

the tool as long as it has already been established 

(survey, questionnaire, etc.)  Make sure the 

expected results are clear.

7
Demonstration of a system 
prototype in an operational 

environment

All GCPT Engineering 

Models  Piloted 
Successfully

Preliminary (Test) 
Deployment to small 
number of pilot areas; 
system performance 

documented; deployment 
via experts / design team

Has a plan been developed using leading 
indicators from a simulated system 

success to  allow for discussion of a pilot 
of the system with leaders, stakeholders, 

the execution team, and the affected 
community?  Following the pilot, what were 

the results of the cost model system?   
Document the results and failure 

modes for implementation into the a 

feedback loop. Test the system against 

a list of programs that is a variety of 

programs in the future environment 

and meets performance requirements 

on those programs selected.

Have all stakeholders been engaged according to a 
stakeholder engagement plan?  Did they bring to light any 

barriers?  What level of commitment does the team have from 
them for reviewing the changes that are proposed?  For the 

proposed changes, has trianing been created?  
Distribute communication and training to those involved 

in the pilot of the new cost model system.  Utilizing a 

feedback loop, measure the effectiveness of the initial 

training and document any changes necessary for the 

training in order to review and  update, as needed.  

Conduct a 'mid-system check' to calculate if additional 

resources are required to continue with more mature 

TRL including LRIP and full system deployment.

What is the criteria for a successful pilot utilizing the 
proposed processes?  Were appropriate measures of 

success created to compare pilot results to?  Was data 
captured during the pilot to indicate system 

performance?  
Process piloted; document who the pilot was 

conducted on, what were the roles and 

responsiblities, what was the performance 

expectation, and what was the outcome.  Feedback 

of failures will be documented and the 

configuration management process used to make 

updates.  Ensure the CM progress is followed.  

Was a plan developed to deploy and pilot the tool?  
Who will the tool be piloted by?  Were the appropriate 

SME's (experts) utlized in the pilot plan of the tool?  
How was their feedback captured?  Do any changes 
need to be made based on their feedback?  After the 
changes were developed, was the tool piloted again 

until it was verified as successful?  
Utilizing an a pilot plan that's been clearly 

documented (Excel/IMS), deploy the tool to a 

small group of SMEs to act as the pilot for the 

engineering developed tool.  Capture everything 

that happens (good/bad) in order to improve the 

tool prior to release.  Any feedback of failures 

should be documented so the CM process can be 

tested for use.

Plan to pilot the IT developed tool.  What does the plan 
look like?  What is the schedule and communication 

plan to notify the 'experts' who will need to pilot the tool?  
Create a pilot plan and identify the experts to be 

involved with the pilot of the tool.  Make sure you 

have buy in from the experts and they understand 

the expectations.  This can be accomplished 

through the development of a clear plan (IMS, 

Excel, etc.)

8
Actual system completed and 
"flight qualified" through testing 
and demonstration activities

All GCPT Final System 

Elements  Piloted 
Successfully

Deployment to small 
number of areas; 

deployment via experts / 
design team; Focused 
training for operational 

deployment

Did the pilot meet performance 
requirements?  What were the 

requirements and performance?  What 
does performance look like in the futre?  

Using checklists, review the 

performance and desig requirements 

from the team and pilot of proposed 

changes.  Ensure the stakeholders 

have validated the performance of the 

pilot through meeting minutes, emails, 

etc.  Do the data validaton to prove 

this.

How has the stakeholder engagement been effective?  Can it 
be measured?  

Finalize the training through feedback from the pilot 

and SME implementation.  Distribute 

communicatication to all levels of the organization and 

make sure the system is prepared for larger deployment 

(LRIP, including explanation of change, how it will 

affect personnel, and what training is available); 

Strategies developed to get personnel to want to make 

the change.

In order to ensure process sustainment, validate where it 
goes in IPDS.  Does this have to get vetted through 

anyone?  Who are the right folks to be involved in getting 
a new process embedded in IPDS?  What other systems 

should be considered for management purposes/data 
collection?  ONce implemented, what verification is 

required the process is being followed?  
Expectation of the team working to perform the role 

of integrating any new processes into IPDS.  Have 

official command media and any company system 

process changes ready for implementation.   

Following a limited pilot of the tool, were any changes 
made?  How were they implemented?  Is the tool 

ready to be released under configuration control and 
referenced in SAS Engineering policies?  

Document the results of the pilot and compare 

them to the initial expected requirements (tool 

design, tool performance, and tool's intent).  

Agree as a team on where the tool should be 

referenced for use in IPDS and other 

management systems.  Tool meets criteria 

needed to be formally released; configuration 

controls are in place for the design; Determine 

transition from design and development team to 

sustaining team (access control changes, 

infrastructure, sustainment support, sustainment 

hardware / software systems)  User help 

integrated guides and assistance  proto-call 

defined; Tool usability demonstrated by users 

and documented via feedback loop; Assessment 

completed to determine any need changes to 

ensure large user group acceptance; Capitol 

investment assessment completed.

Following a limited pilot of the tool, were any changes 
made?  How were they implemented?  Is the tool ready 

to be released under configuration control and referenced 
in SAS Engineering policies?  

Document the results of the pilot and compare 

them to the expected requirements (tool design, 

tool performance, and tool's intent).     Agree as a 

team on where the tool should be referenced for 

use in IPDS and other management systems.

9
Actual system "flight proven" 
through successful mission 

operations
All GCPT in LRIP

Limited deployment 
according to written 
deployment plan; 

deployment via operational 
team

Based on the pilot performance, what 
additional engagement is needed for 

success?  Does a deployment exist for 
limited system implementation?  Do 

metrics exist to measure system 
implementation success?  

Record the metrics in an agreed upon, 

organized location for continued 

sucess.  This should be part of a 

standard set of metrics showing 

sustained performance.  Document 

these changes and validate why they 

are needed.   Ensure LRIP testing is 

completed with several program tests 

completed without any issues.

Is the training effective?  Have the new changes been 
communicated well?  How do we know?  What 

measurements are in place to understand the effectiveness of 
the training?  

Utilize the feedback and measurements from initial 

training through emails, surveys, meeting minutes, etc. 

and update any materials, as needed for limited 

deployment.  Make sure the team has a clear 

understanding what is needed to "Go Live" in the 

Production environment; Knowledge transfer plan is in 

place to transfer from design and deployment team to 

sustaining team.

Has the pilot of the process been successful?  Are there 
metrics that show the success of the pilot and what is 

expected in limited deployement?  Has the process been 
implemented into IPDS?  Is the process ready for limited 

deployment? 
 Create formal documentation of the process and 

how it should work (who will own it) for limited, 

full, and ongoing deployment.  Gain agreement 

from consensus of the team and the proper level of 

managemement.  Different PO's could have 

different ideas for their specific products. (policies, 

enablers, guidelines, etc.)

Now that the tool is in IPDS and referenced properly in 
management systems, ensure the tool is ready for 
LRIP.  Are all tool management pieces in order?  Is 

tool performance documented?  Does the tool operate 
as it should?  

Document any tool performance issues hindering 

it from being fully deployed.  Enact plan to 

update all command media following a 

sustainment plan.  In order to ensure all tools are 

updated as necessary, a CCB will be put in place 

to gather and implement proposed changes 

going forward.

Now that the tool is in IPDS and referenced properly in 
management systems, ensure the tool is ready for LRIP.  

Are all tool management pieces in order?  Is tool 
performance documented?  Does the tool operate as it 

should?  
Document any tool performance issues hindering it 

from being fully deployed.  

6.6
Operational Systems 

(Maintenance) "10"
System Deployed, Operational, 

and Effective
All GCPT in Production / 

Sustainment

Ongoing pervasive 
deployment and 

maintenance

How will the results continue in the future?   
What is the plan for system sustainment 

and who is responsible for it?
Ensure a system exists that includes an 

escalation plan if results start to have a 

downward trend.  Deploy official 

command media to the greater 

company community.  Enact the 

sustainment plan for ensuring new 

process continuues to be followed as 

intended. Calculate ROI to compare 

initial estimates.

How will the training be updated regulalry, as necessary?   Is 
there an ongoing way to capture and potentially integrate 

improvement ideas?
  Based on the limited deployment and feedback from 

users, a process exists for updating the training 

regulalry (who is responsible for this?).  This could be in 

the form of a checklist or automated system, but it must 

happen through some form.  Training provided to entire 

organization affected by change; Outbrief Meeting 

minutes with leadership.

The process must be maintained as necessary.  What 
constitutes an update?  Is there a forum that exists for 

reviewing any process changes?  
The team should decide on how and when the 

processes get updated after full deployement.  Also, 

the responsible organization will take over for 

process sustainment.  In order to ensure processes 

are updated as necessary, a CCB will be put in 

place to gather and implement proposed changes 

going forward.

Provide a plan for escalation of any tool issues in the 
future (bugs/breakdowns/performance issues).  If 

someone goes on vacation, will the tool still function? 
(avoid Takt file issue). 

Require documentation of sustainment process 

for any bugs to the tool (maintenance and 

support expectations) and  follow a CCB 

schedule.  Develop an escalation plan in the 

event something happens to the tool.

Provide a plan for escalation of any tool issues in the 
future (bugs/breakdowns/performance issues).  If 

someone goes on vacation, will the tool still function? 
(avoid Takt file issue). 

Require documentation of sustainment process for 

any bugs to the tool (maintenance and support 

expectations) and  follow a CCB schedule.  

Develop an escalation plan in the event something 

happens to the tool.

6.4
Engineering and 
Manufacturing 
Development

6.1 Basic Research

What is a cost model system? (define why a system is different than just producing a cost model)  What does it mean for engineering?  What is the need?  What happens if a cost model system doesn't exist? What is the expectation to accomplish this year-is it the same for 
everyone - what does that look like?

  Take roll and gain alignment on the importance of why we are here and why developing a cost model system is important to SAS Engineering (develop a method for calculating ROI)   Document the meeting notes and any adverse opinions.  Start a 

'common langugage' dictionary for future communication.  Gain alignment on the impact of the effort and what a cost model system feels like through using documented common language and the use of a contract for change.  Define what good 

means and what it looks like.  Put meeting notes in a file and set expection for future meetings. (Tell the team where all documents will be going forward).  Have a plan defined for driving team behavior (rewarding good behavior/ignorig bad 

behavior).  Document the current process flow (if one exists).  Utilize existing documentation from previous cost model system efforts and establish a a location for SME's, stakeholders, and POs to review.  Assign roles/responsibilities to those on the 

team (make sure they understand those responsibilities).  Make the schedule/time permitted to work on producing work products very clear and the expectations known.  Produce a document showing the relationships that exist/need to exist to be 

successful (current and future state).  Determine ROI calculation based on hours saved producing valid/accurage cost models.  Determine a strategy for awarding good team behavior and adverse behavior.  

Can the team articulate the problem from TRL1?  Is the team aligned with the development of a solutin considering (performance, quality, maintainability, and reliability?)  Is the solution aligned with any  management systems?  Evaluate where the team is at to determine if the 
system will utilize one soution or if multiple solutions are necessary.    Do any successful cost model systems exist that we could benchmark from (internally or externally?)  How well known is the current system across Engineering or the focus area?  Are there any barriers 

that exist/why?  Identify the players; customers, users, executors, etc.  Does a high level future process flow exist?  What does that look like?  Is there an existing cost model that we could use to leverage from (includes cost model elements)?   
The current state is documented and future state of what 'good' looks like has been documented.  The team has evaluated past experiences with cost model systems and documentation exists as proof (take roll/take meeting mins).  Start developing a 

project plan bridging the gaps between current and future state (possible a high level IMS through the end of the year).  Continue to document all the process interfaces showing management system inputs; PMS and IPDS (keeping in mind contraints 

w/resources, funding, cost model development cycles). Set an expectation and receipt of at least 2 other examples to benchmark from leading industry companies.  Ex.  the COSYSMO (Constructive

Systems Engineering Cost Model).  Gain alignment of path forward through emails and meeting mins after agreeing on the proposed plan developed including performance, cost, maintainability, operability, and reliability.  In conjunction with project 

plan, document through a matrix who will be doing what within the future state system; users, admins, customers (include the high level schedule milestones of the new process)  

6.2 Applied Research
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Company Most Private

Developing the Costing System Roadmap

Research 

Type

Research 

Description
TRL TRL Description

Description when TRL 

reached

Focus of effort to reach 

TRL

SFA 1 - Costs and Models 

System Engineering

SFA 2  - In-Process 

Productivity Reporting

SFA 3 - Costing an 

Integrated Gate 4 Bid

SFA 4 - Costing an 

Integrated Product ROM

SFA 5 - Costing an 

Integrated EAC

SFA 6 - Integrated 

Parametric Cost Data 

Analysis

SFA 7 - Preparing a 

"Should Cost" bid

SFA 8 - Preparing a 

competitor's estimate

SFA 9 - Final Costs 

Records Retention
Governance Culture Process Tools (Eng Dev'd) Tools (IT Dev'd)

1 Basic principles observed and 
reported

Problem and Potential 
Solution Identified

Preliminary identification of 
problem; potential solutions 

identified

Maturity level 1 for this SFA 
entails graphically capturing 
the current Cost Estimation 
system in place.  Generally 
this entails a flow diagram 
that captures every step in 

the cost estimation and 
execution business 

process.

At Maturity Level 1, Current 
in-process productivity 
processes have been 

captured in a flow diagram.

At Maturity Level 1, Current 
costing and integrated gate 
4 bidding processes have 
been captured in a flow 

diagram.

At Maturity Level 1, Current 
integrated ROM bidding 
processes have been 

captured in a flow diagram.

At Maturity Level 1, 
Integrated EAC processes 
have been captured in a 

flow diagram.

At Maturity Level 1, 
documented parametric 

cost data processes have 
been captured in a flow 

diagram.

At Maturity Level 1, 
documented "should cost" 

processes have been 
captured in a flow diagram.

At Maturity Level 1, 
documented competitors 
analysis processes have 
been captured in a flow 

diagram.

At Maturity Level 1, data 
retension processes have 

been captured in a flow 
diagram.

2 Technology concepts or 
applications (or both) formulated

System Trades 
Conducted, Point Design 

Selected

System trades; 
indentification of point 

solution

Maturity Level 2 for this SFA 
entails the ability to identify 
each step of the flow Cost 
Estimation diagram and 
associate the average 

costs with completing each 
step in addition to identifying 

the inefficiencies of each 
step.

Maturity Level 2 for SFA 2 
entails a detailed cost 

analysis for each step in the 
productivity reporting 
process.  Further at 

Maturity Level 2, a reasoned 
estimate of reporting 

penetration and productivity 
accuracy is established.

Maturity Level 2 for SFA 3 
entails an average cost 

analysis for each step in the 
Gate 4 bidding process.  

Further at Maturity Level 2, 
a reasoned estimate of 

bidding accuracy is 
established.

Maturity Level 2 for SFA 4 
entails an average cost 

analysis for each step in the 
ROM bidding process.  

Further at Maturity Level 2, 
a reasoned estimate of 

bidding accuracy and cost 
is established.

Maturity Level 2 for SFA 4 
entails an average cost 

analysis for each step in the 
EAC process.  Further at 

Maturity Level 2, a reasoned 
estimate of EAC accuracy 

is established.

Maturity Level 2 entails an 
average cost analysis for 

each step in the parametric 
cost data analysis 

process.  

Maturity Level 2 entails an 
average cost analysis for 
each step in the "should 
cost" analysis process.  

Maturity Level 2 entails an 
average cost analysis for 

each step in the 
competitors estimate 

process.  

Maturity Level 2 entails an 
average cost analysis for 
each step in the records 

retention process.  

3
Analytical and experimental 

critical function or characteristic 
proof of concept (or both)

System Design, CONOPs, 
Failure Modes 
Documented

System conops; System 
decomposition; system and 
product rqmts development

At Maturity Level 3, each of 
the blocks in the system 

flow diagram have a current 
state ConOps documented.  

In addition to the current 
state ConOps for each 

block being documented, 
there is a documented 

process of what should be 
accomplished for effective 
cost estimation but cannot 

(or is not) due to lack of 
tools or efficient processes 

(failure modes).

At Maturity Level 3, an 
improvement plan is made 
to increase penetration and 

insure accuracy.  An 
estimate is made of "should 

be" penetration and 
accuracy measurements.  
Remember that the plan 

must include an "integrated 
approach" to in-process 

cost collection.

At Maturity Level 3, an 
improvement plan is made 
to increase effeciency and 
bid accuracy.  An estimate 

is made of "should be" 
proposal costs and 

accuracy measurements.  
Remember that the plan 

must include an "integrated 
approach" to Gate 4 

bidding.

At Maturity Level 3, an 
improvement plan is made 
to increase effeciency and 
bid accuracy.  An estimate 
at the ROM level needs to 
be top down (or explained 

why it is not) in a way that is 
compatible with the 

bottoms up approach in 
Gate 4 bidding.   Further, in 

the ROM bidding space, 
efficiency in the 

technical/cost trades needs 
to play a key role in the bid 

efficiency.

At Maturity Level 3, an 
improvement plan is made 
to increase effeciency and 

EAC accuracy.  

At Maturity Level 3, an 
improvement plan is made 
to increase effeciency and 

accuracy.  

At Maturity Level 3, an 
improvement plan is made 
to increase effeciency and 

accuracy.  

At Maturity Level 3, an 
improvement plan is made 
to increase effeciency and 

accuracy.  

At Maturity Level 3, an 
improvement plan is made 
to increase effeciency and 

accuracy.  

How should the system perform? How do 
we measure that?  What other SAS 

functions should be considered and what 
role do they play?  Where/who makes 

inputs (data for the cost model)?  How do 
we ensure that data is accurate?  What are 
the requirements for the system elements?  

...requirements of the bid, number of 
system interfaces, level of knowledge of 
resources, bid complexity? How will we 
measure if the system is being used, if 

users are participating, and how the 
requirements are being 

developed/implemented.  Who is 
responsible (organization) for any process 

change that's been identified?
  Create a document that summarizes 

the consensus of the team on how the 

system should perform (roles and 

responsibilities), which organization is 

responsible for the change, and what 

should be measured - including system 

requirements and failure modes 

(create a document to track this) and 

interatively update it to remove the 

failure modes.  Utilize SMEs to develop 

cost model system  requirements.  

Ensure the requirements are being 

measured and track their 

implementation across organizations. 

Create a risk register.

What cultural change needs to happen, if any?  
Understanding the system and how those affected will handle 

is important to ensure system sustainment.  How will you 
identify those affected and get them on board?  Are there any 

barriers (policies/people/positions) that could affect this 
effort? Identify and utilize SMEs to understand culture 

requirements needed for system success.  Know who the 
stakeholders are and those affected by the system and 

determine their knowledge level/wilingness to change for their 
role.  

Create documentation of all the SMEs and stakeholders 

are and how they feel/what their current knowledge 

level about cost models is  (survey/artifact collection).  

Document any of the barriers that coud affect the effort.  

Get functional manager level signoff on any changes.  

Make a list of actions that will need to happen to get 

everyone on baord. Utilize the Change Leadership tool 

kit to identify and plan to address any cultural change 

issues.

What are the current process requirements?  What are 
the systems and policies that need to be followed in 

order to change the current process?    
Document all requested changes from current state 

processes in a detailed flow chart (include policies 

and processes).  Document the failure modes and 

impact of those possible failures.  List all of the 

policies and processes that have to be changed and 

find out if they can be changed.   Put all documents 

in a centralized location. 

Do any of the processes warrant a tool to be 
developed?  What problem will the tool solve?  What 

would be the requirements of the tool?  Does the effort 
involve changing an existing tool?  If so, how? Are 

there any single point solutions that will work?  What 
about any existing cost model tools the PO may have 

already developed?  Can those be utilized?
Develop the business case for developing a tool.  

Additional tools could be utilized to see if a new 

tool is necessary (PFMEA).  Document the single 

point solutions and determine what works and 

what doesn't and why.  For a possible new tool, 

document the changes that need to be made to 

get the system to future state utilizing a tool; 

thereby creating the tool specific requirements.

Do any of the processes warrant a tool to be developed 
by IT?  What problem will the tool solve that an 

Engineering tool couldn't solve?  What would be the 
requirements of the tool?  Does the effort involve 

changing something that IT has already developed?  If 
so, how?   

Develop a business case suggesting IT develop an 

enterprise wide tool.  This can be done through an 

evaluation of the Eng Developed tool.  Benchmark 

other like tools. Document any changes from an 

Eng specific tool that would need to be developed 

for the enterprsie. If anything was created by 

Engineering, leverage that knowledge/completed 

work for developing the requirements of the IT tool. 

4
Component or breadboard 
validation in a laboratory 

environment

Critical Elements Designed 
and Checked Out

Preliminary design of 
products

For Maturity Level 4, each 
of the failure modes of the 

current system are 
identified and a solution is 

initiated.  As most 
improvements follow spiral 
design processes, a break-
down of capability cost ROI 
is calculated.  As this is still 

early in the solution 
process, it is understood 

that these calculations are 
“best attempt” estimates.  

Low hanging fruit is 
identified by Level 4 as is a 
pareto chart of hours saved 

per dollar spent.

At Maturity Level 4 for SVA 
2, a proof of concept 

integrated product level 
productivity reporting 

environment has been 
established for integrated 

cost and productivity 
collection and reporting and 
is being tested for efficiency 

and assessed for 
collaboration and reuse 

among all product owners

At Maturity Level 4 for SVA 
3, a proof of concept for 
integrated product level 

costing for Gate 4 level bids 
methods have been 

established for all key 
components of Gate 4 bids 
(integrated hours estimate, 

BOE, Gas Gauges and 
IMS) is being tested for 

efficiency and assessed for 
versatility, collaboration and 

reuse among all product 
owners

At Maturity Level 4 for SFA 
3, a proof of concept for 
integrated product ROM 
bids method has been 

established for and is being 
tested for efficiency and 
assessed for versatility, 
collaboration and reuse 

among all product owners.  
An evaluation has been 

performed on efficiency and 
the ability to perform quick 

cost/technical trade studies

At Maturity Level 4, a proof 
of concept for integrated 

EACs has been established 
for and is being tested for 

efficiency and assessed for 
versatility, collaboration and 

reuse among all product 
owners.  An evaluation has 

been performed on 
efficiency and the ability to 

perform quick and accurate 
EACs.

At Maturity Level 4, a proof 
of concept system and 

tools have been 
established for and are 

being tested for efficiency 
and assessed for 

versatility, collaboration 
and reuse among all 
product owners.  An 
evaluation has been 

performed on efficiency 
and the ability to perform 
quick and standardized 

analysis.

At Maturity Level 4, a proof 
of concept system and 

tools have been established 
for and are being tested for 
efficiency and assessed for 
versatility, collaboration and 

reuse among all product 
owners.  An evaluation has 

been performed on 
efficiency and the ability to 

perform quick and 
standardized analysis.

At Maturity Level 4, a proof 
of concept system and 

tools have been established 
for and are being tested for 
efficiency and assessed for 
versatility, collaboration and 

reuse among all product 
owners.  An evaluation has 

been performed on 
efficiency and the ability to 

perform quick and 
standardized analysis.

At Maturity Level 4, a proof 
of concept system and 

tools have been established 
for and are being tested for 
efficiency and assessed for 
versatility, collaboration and 

reuse among all product 
owners.  An evaluation has 

been performed on 
efficiency and the ability to 

perform quick and 
standardized analysis.

What are the overall CONOPS?  Wat is 
needed for system success in the future? 

What are the ctitical elements out of all the 
elements of a cost model system?  What 
are the potential system failure modes?

  Document the policies and CONOPS 

in Word.  Show through documentation 

where the current system is and be 

able to compare it to the future state.  

This document needs to also include 

the failure modes.  Identification of 

responsible organization should be 

completed.

Have the stakeholders been defined form the cration of the 
CONOPS? All stakeholders should be engaged and on board 

with proposed changes or else system failure is imminent.  
Are the stakeholders aware of the proposed changes and do 

we have their initial buy-in? 
Require some sort of documentation (email, meeting 

notes, etc.) showing who all the stakeholders are if they 

are on board with proposed changes.  Document the 

culture change activities.  Determine what the measure 

will be to know if the stakeholders are one board.   A 

contract for change will be required for the owning 

organization and support personnel accepting the 

culture change.

Is there a process flow  in the CONOPS  Who is 
responsible for the processes? Have the proposed 
preliminary processes been reviewed by SMEs?  

Create a process flow of the key steps of a cost 

model system based on the system CONOPS - 

shows who does what and how to do it.  (If there 

are sub teams within the team, ask them to create 

the process flow digram within each team). Use ppt 

or Excel to document the steps of the process.  

Document failure modes and 

mitigration/acceptance plan as agreed on  by the 

team.  Utilize meeting mins and preliminary review 

with agreement by SME's, POs, and stakeholders.

What will the tool look like and how will it act?  Has a 
process flow been created for how the tool will be used 
and integrated? What are all the interfaces?  Does it 

need to feed data to other systems or do other 
systems need to feed it?  What information should be 

delivered as an 'end item'?  How is that information 
verified?  Has a prototype be created?  Who will create 
it and what type of functionality does it need to be able 

to demonstrate? 
 Create templates for what the tool should do and 

document in Excel/Word what the interfaces/data 

are that exchange between the tool and other 

tools.   Develop the overall tool requirements for 

creating the foundation structure, architecture, 

and functionality of a preliminary tool. 

Has the Eng developed tool been evaluated for reguse in 
a formal solution?    What are the tool functionality, 

architecture, and verification methods?  Does the team 
understand what the requirements of an IT developed 
tool are?    Will this tool beign developed from IT be a 
single solution for all PO's or just a few? Where does 

this tool fit into the IT roadmap?  Does a prototype exist 
from Engineering development? 

 Articulate a process and workflow showing how 

the IT tool should work in the overall process.  This 

could be on a process flow diagram or through 

Excel.   Gain team alignment through meeting 

mins as to what the tool architecture should be.  

Complete an enterprise protoype tool which should 

be used for tool testing.

6.3a Advanced Technology 
Development

5
Component or breadboard 

validation in the relevant 
environment

Critical Elements Tested in 
Simulated Env

Final design of products; 
preliminary system 

performance analysis

By Maturity Level 5, 
productivity improvements 
through tool development 

and process 
standardization has begun.  
Most of the time these are 
spiral developments, but in 

each case an ROI is 
documented in each spin of 

the spiral.  Often, EIO 
projects have been 

proposed and approved by 
this maturity level and work 
is underway to implement 

the effeciency 
improvements.

At ML 5 for SFA 2, the 
integrated product level 
productivity reporting 

environment has been 
tested and changes 

incorporated along with 
overall user efficiency 

established.

At ML 5 for SFA 3, the 
Costing of an Integrated 
Gate 4 bid methods have 
been tested and changes 
incorporated along with 
overall user efficiency 
established.  Bidding 

metrics are well defined 
and aggreed upon by key 

stakeholders.

At ML 5 for SFA 4, the 
Costing of ROM bid 

methods have been tested 
and changes incorporated 

along with overall user 
efficiency established.  

Bidding metrics are well 
defined and aggreed upon 

by key stakeholders.

At ML 5, integrated EACs 
have been tested and 

changes incorporated along 
with overall user efficiency 
established.  EAC metrics 

are well defined and 
aggreed upon by key 

stakeholders.

At ML 5, all processes of 
the integrated parametric 

cost analysis system have 
been tested and changes 
incorporated along with 
overall user efficiency 

established.  EAC metrics 
are well defined and 
aggreed upon by key 

stakeholders.

At ML 5, all processes of 
the "should cost" system 

have been tested and 
changes incorporated along 
with overall user efficiency 
established.  Should cost 
metrics are well defined 
and aggreed upon by key 

stakeholders.

At ML 5, all processes of 
the competitors estimate 
system have been tested 
and changes incorporated 

along with overall user 
efficiency established.  
Competitors estimate 

metrics are well defined 
and aggreed upon by key 

stakeholders.

At ML 5, all processes of 
the final cost records 

retention system have been 
tested and changes 

incorporated along with 
overall user efficiency 

established.  Final cost 
records retention metrics 

are well defined and 
aggreed upon by key 

stakeholders.

Can the proposed cost system meet 
performance requirements using real data 
and simulated roles/responsibilities? Has 

this been vetted throughout the 
organization to ensure a collaborative 

solution?  
Using defined metrics, verify the 

critical cost model system elements 

meet the requirements.  Several 

significant programs in different 

business areas are used as scenarios in 

the proposed system.  Conduct a full 

trial run with SMEs and stakeholders 

with real cost data to determine if any 

failure modes or implementation gaps 

exist.

Does a plan exist for explaining to affected personnel why the 
change is needed?  What degree of goodness exist for 

'stakeholder' buyin and how do you know when you have it?
  Require additional meetings take place with verified 

stakeholders.  At those meetings, notes should be taken 

to serve as documentation of stakeholder buyin. Create 

a personnel support plan for the system both for 

deployment and sustainment with some efficiency built 

into the plan.  Use meeting minutes to document that 

all training and communication plans have been 

reviewed and approved by team including 

configuration management personnel.

Where are the CONOPS of the new processes?  Have all 
the key steps been considered?  Does the flow make 

sense?  Have the processes been validated by SME's?  
Do any policies exist that the new proccesse are in 

violation of?  Have all resources been considered for the 
new proceses?    What does the new process look like?   
What are the inputs/outputs of the cost model system? 

(interfaces)  
  Work with the team to develop the CONOPS for 

the new cost model system processes.  Document 

the new process and keep an up to date file 

showing the new process(es) being developed. 

Create a way to ensure the new proccesses will be 

followed and measure to be sure they are being 

followed.  Review the process with the SME's and 

document failure modes.  Integrate their input as a 

new revision to be reviewed by the stakeholders.   

Make sure flow diagrams are updated to include 

feedback from past cost model system failures.

Has funding been approved for the development of a 
tool?   Has all functionality and the interfaces been 

thought through?  Who will actually develop the tool?  
Someone within Engineering or IT?  Has the tool been 

tested by the developers?  Did they approve the 
continued development of the tool?  

Engineering will assign the developers through a 

roles and responsiblitiy matrix and create a 

working Engineering Tool.  The Proto Type is 

capitalized on for reuse.

How wil lthis be delivered to IT?  Who is responsible for 
overseeing IT?

 Utilizing the prototype of the IT tool, develop a 

testing process for IT to follow.  The process should 

include a review and measures of success.  Think 

through how this will be executed.  

6.3b
Demonstration and 
Validation (DemVal) 

Activities
6

Demonstration of system or 
subsystem model or prototype 

in the relevant environment

All GCPT Tested in 
Simulated Env

System performance 
demonstration; deep 

stakeholder engagement

At Maturity Level 6, at least 
1/2 of all SFAs have been 
addressed for productivity 

improvements and the 
solutions have been rolled 

out as a proof of concept to 
trusted testerd for 

feedback.  The 
improvements are not 

necessarily in their final 
state.

At ML 6, the solution space 
for integrated product level 
productivity reporting has 
been demonstrated to key 
stakeholders and is being 
evaluated by key users for 

implementation.

At ML 6, the solution space 
for Costing an Integrated 

Gate 4 bid has been 
demonstrated to key 

stakeholders and is being 
evaluated by key users for 

implementation.

At ML 6, the solution space 
for Costing an Integrated 

ROM bid has been 
demonstrated to key 

stakeholders and is being 
evaluated by key users for 

implementation.

At ML 6, the solution space 
for Integrated EACs has 

been demonstrated to key 
stakeholders and is being 
evaluated by key users for 

implementation.

At ML 6, the solution space 
for the integrated 

parametric cost analysis 
system has been 

demonstrated to key 
stakeholders and is being 
evaluated by key users for 

implementation.

At ML 6, the solution space 
for "should cost" analysis 

system has been 
demonstrated to key 

stakeholders and is being 
evaluated by key users for 

implementation.

At ML 6, the solution space 
for "competitors estimate" 
analysis system has been 

demonstrated to key 
stakeholders and is being 
evaluated by key users for 

implementation.

At ML 6, the solution space 
for final cost records 

records retention system 
has been demonstrated to 

key stakeholders and is 
being evaluated by key 

users for implementation.

Have indicators been developed to measure 
system success?  Does the system work 

in a simulated environment? What 
additional resources are needed and 

leadership engagement to ensure success 
now and in the future? Can a pilot of the 

system be deployed? 
Put together a plan for testing the 

proposed cost model system in a 

'simulated' environment.  It may be 

several simulations depending on how 

many single point solutions are being 

vetted. Request the data supporting a 

cost model system conceptually works 

in a simulated environment and the 

measures of 'goodness' that came from 

that test.  Develop the ability to 

determine how pervasive the system is 

used.

Did the system perform as expected in a simulated 
enviornment in order to gain in depth buy in from all 

stakeholders?  If not, what needs to change?  Was training 
documentation created?  If so, was there a plan to create it?  
Were all factors considered?  how it will be updated, how it 

will be validated, and why those impacted would want to 
comply?  

Create the documentation that shows how the proposed 

system should work for all users involved and affected.  

Create preliminary training and communicaiton plan for 

the new processes to be distrubuted for the pilot of the 

new system. Ensure management has agreed to the 

communication plan. (email/documentation of 

approval)

Have the proccesses and process requirements been 
reviewed by the stakeholders?  How were they verified?  
If they were verified, did the stakeholders approve it?  If 
not, what needs to change and how does the team plan 
on gaining approval?  Once approval is gained, do the 

stakholders approve a pilot of the process?  What is the 
deployment plan for a pilot of the processes?  
Review the proposed processes with the 

stakeholders through meetings and document their 

approval and suggestions.   

What is the plan to have stakeholders review the tool 
for further verification?  What is the measuring criteria 

by which the tool will be held to prove it meets 
performance requirements?  

Following the development of the tool, the SMEs 

and stakeholders are to review the tool and fill 

out information about the tool (survey, 

questionnaire, etc.)  The known expectation of 

the tool must be defined in order to compare the 

results of the stakeholder and SME analysis.

Do all the stakeholders agree the prototype of the tool is 
working as intended? Is it meeting system 

requirements? 
Hold a review for all stakholders to approve the 

tool based on how the prototype met the 

requirements.  Any method will work for reviewing 

the tool as long as it has already been established 

(survey, questionnaire, etc.)  Make sure the 

expected results are clear.

7
Demonstration of a system 
prototype in an operational 

environment

All GCPT Engineering 

Models  Piloted 
Successfully

Preliminary (Test) 
Deployment to small 
number of pilot areas; 
system performance 

documented; deployment 
via experts / design team

At Level 7, the 80% rule is 
applied in that 80% of the 

SFAs are able to operate at 
80% efficiency of the final 
state.  It is understood that 
the final 20% often takes 
many years to implement 
and so by Maturity Level 7, 

a list of unfinished SFAs are 
identified and Quad Charts 

developed for future 
proposed improvements.

ML 7 for SVA 2 is achieved 
when all evaluations of key 
users have been complete 
and feedback implemented 

where applicable.

ML 7 for SVA 3 is achieved 
when all evaluations of key 
users have been complete 
and feedback implemented 

where applicable.

ML 7 for SVA 4 is achieved 
when all evaluations of key 
users have been complete 
and feedback implemented 

where applicable.

ML 7  is achieved when all 
evaluations of key users 
have been complete and 
feedback implemented 

where applicable.

ML 7  is achieved when all 
evaluations of key users 
have been complete and 
feedback implemented 

where applicable.

ML 7  is achieved when all 
evaluations of key users 
have been complete and 
feedback implemented 

where applicable.

ML 7  is achieved when all 
evaluations of key users 
have been complete and 
feedback implemented 

where applicable.

ML 7  is achieved when all 
evaluations of key users 
have been complete and 
feedback implemented 

where applicable.

Has a plan been developed using leading 
indicators from a simulated system 

success to  allow for discussion of a pilot 
of the system with leaders, stakeholders, 

the execution team, and the affected 
community?  Following the pilot, what were 

the results of the cost model system?   
Document the results and failure 

modes for implementation into the a 

feedback loop. Test the system against 

a list of programs that is a variety of 

programs in the future environment 

and meets performance requirements 

on those programs selected.

Have all stakeholders been engaged according to a 
stakeholder engagement plan?  Did they bring to light any 

barriers?  What level of commitment does the team have from 
them for reviewing the changes that are proposed?  For the 

proposed changes, has trianing been created?  
Distribute communication and training to those involved 

in the pilot of the new cost model system.  Utilizing a 

feedback loop, measure the effectiveness of the initial 

training and document any changes necessary for the 

training in order to review and  update, as needed.  

Conduct a 'mid-system check' to calculate if additional 

resources are required to continue with more mature 

TRL including LRIP and full system deployment.

What is the criteria for a successful pilot utilizing the 
proposed processes?  Were appropriate measures of 

success created to compare pilot results to?  Was data 
captured during the pilot to indicate system 

performance?  
Process piloted; document who the pilot was 

conducted on, what were the roles and 

responsiblities, what was the performance 

expectation, and what was the outcome.  Feedback 

of failures will be documented and the 

configuration management process used to make 

updates.  Ensure the CM progress is followed.  

Was a plan developed to deploy and pilot the tool?  
Who will the tool be piloted by?  Were the appropriate 

SME's (experts) utlized in the pilot plan of the tool?  
How was their feedback captured?  Do any changes 
need to be made based on their feedback?  After the 
changes were developed, was the tool piloted again 

until it was verified as successful?  
Utilizing an a pilot plan that's been clearly 

documented (Excel/IMS), deploy the tool to a 

small group of SMEs to act as the pilot for the 

engineering developed tool.  Capture everything 

that happens (good/bad) in order to improve the 

tool prior to release.  Any feedback of failures 

should be documented so the CM process can be 

tested for use.

Plan to pilot the IT developed tool.  What does the plan 
look like?  What is the schedule and communication 

plan to notify the 'experts' who will need to pilot the tool?  
Create a pilot plan and identify the experts to be 

involved with the pilot of the tool.  Make sure you 

have buy in from the experts and they understand 

the expectations.  This can be accomplished 

through the development of a clear plan (IMS, 

Excel, etc.)

8
Actual system completed and 
"flight qualified" through testing 
and demonstration activities

All GCPT Final System 

Elements  Piloted 
Successfully

Deployment to small 
number of areas; 

deployment via experts / 
design team; Focused 
training for operational 

deployment

By Maturity Level 8, all 
productivity improvements 
for each SFA have been 
vetted by knowledgeable 
users and corrections 

implemented.  All training 
material has been 

completed and vetted.  
Governance and processes 

have been clearly 
established and 

documented.    

By Maturity Level 8, the 
solution space is ready to 

roll out and all training 
material has been 

completed and vetted.  
Governance and processes 

have been clearly 
established and 

documented.    

By Maturity Level 8, the 
solution space is ready to 

roll out and all training 
material has been 

completed and vetted.  
Governance and processes 

have been clearly 
established and 

documented.    

By Maturity Level 8, the 
solution space is ready to 

roll out and all training 
material has been 

completed and vetted.  
Governance and processes 

have been clearly 
established and 

documented.    

By Maturity Level 8, the 
solution space is ready to 

roll out and all training 
material has been 

completed and vetted.  
Governance and processes 

have been clearly 
established and 

documented.    

By Maturity Level 8, the 
solution space is ready to 

roll out and all training 
material has been 

completed and vetted.  
Governance and 

processes have been 
clearly established and 

documented.    

By Maturity Level 8, the 
solution space is ready to 

roll out and all training 
material has been 

completed and vetted.  
Governance and processes 

have been clearly 
established and 

documented.    

By Maturity Level 8, the 
solution space is ready to 

roll out and all training 
material has been 

completed and vetted.  
Governance and processes 

have been clearly 
established and 

documented.    

By Maturity Level 8, the 
solution space is ready to 

roll out and all training 
material has been 

completed and vetted.  
Governance and processes 

have been clearly 
established and 

documented.    

Did the pilot meet performance 
requirements?  What were the 

requirements and performance?  What 
does performance look like in the futre?  

Using checklists, review the 

performance and desig requirements 

from the team and pilot of proposed 

changes.  Ensure the stakeholders 

have validated the performance of the 

pilot through meeting minutes, emails, 

etc.  Do the data validaton to prove 

this.

How has the stakeholder engagement been effective?  Can it 
be measured?  

Finalize the training through feedback from the pilot 

and SME implementation.  Distribute 

communicatication to all levels of the organization and 

make sure the system is prepared for larger deployment 

(LRIP, including explanation of change, how it will 

affect personnel, and what training is available); 

Strategies developed to get personnel to want to make 

the change.

In order to ensure process sustainment, validate where it 
goes in IPDS.  Does this have to get vetted through 

anyone?  Who are the right folks to be involved in getting 
a new process embedded in IPDS?  What other systems 

should be considered for management purposes/data 
collection?  ONce implemented, what verification is 

required the process is being followed?  
Expectation of the team working to perform the role 

of integrating any new processes into IPDS.  Have 

official command media and any company system 

process changes ready for implementation.   

Following a limited pilot of the tool, were any changes 
made?  How were they implemented?  Is the tool 

ready to be released under configuration control and 
referenced in SAS Engineering policies?  

Document the results of the pilot and compare 

them to the initial expected requirements (tool 

design, tool performance, and tool's intent).  

Agree as a team on where the tool should be 

referenced for use in IPDS and other 

management systems.  Tool meets criteria 

needed to be formally released; configuration 

controls are in place for the design; Determine 

transition from design and development team to 

sustaining team (access control changes, 

infrastructure, sustainment support, sustainment 

hardware / software systems)  User help 

integrated guides and assistance  proto-call 

defined; Tool usability demonstrated by users 

and documented via feedback loop; Assessment 

completed to determine any need changes to 

ensure large user group acceptance; Capitol 

investment assessment completed.

Following a limited pilot of the tool, were any changes 
made?  How were they implemented?  Is the tool ready 

to be released under configuration control and referenced 
in SAS Engineering policies?  

Document the results of the pilot and compare 

them to the expected requirements (tool design, 

tool performance, and tool's intent).     Agree as a 

team on where the tool should be referenced for 

use in IPDS and other management systems.

9
Actual system "flight proven" 
through successful mission 

operations
All GCPT in LRIP

Limited deployment 
according to written 
deployment plan; 

deployment via operational 
team

Maturity Level 9 is the 
deployments stage of the 

80% rule.  

Maturity Level 9 is the 
deployments stage.  

Deployment and training 
metrics are implemented.

Maturity Level 9 is the 
deployments stage.  

Deployment and training 
metrics are implemented.

Maturity Level 9 is the 
deployments stage.  

Deployment and training 
metrics are implemented.

Maturity Level 9 is the 
deployments stage.  

Deployment and training 
metrics are implemented.

Maturity Level 9 is the 
deployments stage.  

Deployment and training 
metrics are implemented.

Maturity Level 9 is the 
deployments stage.  

Deployment and training 
metrics are implemented.

Maturity Level 9 is the 
deployments stage.  

Deployment and training 
metrics are implemented.

Maturity Level 9 is the 
deployments stage.  

Deployment and training 
metrics are implemented.

Based on the pilot performance, what 
additional engagement is needed for 

success?  Does a deployment exist for 
limited system implementation?  Do 

metrics exist to measure system 
implementation success?  

Record the metrics in an agreed upon, 

organized location for continued 

sucess.  This should be part of a 

standard set of metrics showing 

sustained performance.  Document 

these changes and validate why they 

are needed.   Ensure LRIP testing is 

completed with several program tests 

completed without any issues.

Is the training effective?  Have the new changes been 
communicated well?  How do we know?  What 

measurements are in place to understand the effectiveness of 
the training?  

Utilize the feedback and measurements from initial 

training through emails, surveys, meeting minutes, etc. 

and update any materials, as needed for limited 

deployment.  Make sure the team has a clear 

understanding what is needed to "Go Live" in the 

Production environment; Knowledge transfer plan is in 

place to transfer from design and deployment team to 

sustaining team.

Has the pilot of the process been successful?  Are there 
metrics that show the success of the pilot and what is 

expected in limited deployement?  Has the process been 
implemented into IPDS?  Is the process ready for limited 

deployment? 
 Create formal documentation of the process and 

how it should work (who will own it) for limited, 

full, and ongoing deployment.  Gain agreement 

from consensus of the team and the proper level of 

managemement.  Different PO's could have 

different ideas for their specific products. (policies, 

enablers, guidelines, etc.)

Now that the tool is in IPDS and referenced properly in 
management systems, ensure the tool is ready for 
LRIP.  Are all tool management pieces in order?  Is 

tool performance documented?  Does the tool operate 
as it should?  

Document any tool performance issues hindering 

it from being fully deployed.  Enact plan to 

update all command media following a 

sustainment plan.  In order to ensure all tools are 

updated as necessary, a CCB will be put in place 

to gather and implement proposed changes 

going forward.

Now that the tool is in IPDS and referenced properly in 
management systems, ensure the tool is ready for LRIP.  

Are all tool management pieces in order?  Is tool 
performance documented?  Does the tool operate as it 

should?  
Document any tool performance issues hindering it 

from being fully deployed.  

6.6
Operational Systems 

(Maintenance) "10"
System Deployed, Operational, 

and Effective
All GCPT in Production / 

Sustainment

Ongoing pervasive 
deployment and 

maintenance

Maturity Level 10 reflects a 
learning organization in 
which processes have 
been established for 

lessons learned and further 
productivity improvements.

Maturity Level 10 for SFA 2 
reflects a learning 

organization in which 
processes have been 

established for lessons 
learned and further 

productivity improvements.

Maturity Level 10 for SFA 3 
reflects a learning 

organization in which 
processes have been 

established for lessons 
learned and further 

productivity improvements.

Maturity Level 10 for SFA 4 
reflects a learning 

organization in which 
processes have been 

established for lessons 
learned and further 

productivity improvements.

Maturity Level 10 reflects a 
learning organization in 
which processes have 
been established for 

lessons learned and further 
productivity improvements.

Maturity Level 10 reflects a 
learning organization in 
which processes have 
been established for 

lessons learned and further 
productivity improvements.

Maturity Level 10 reflects a 
learning organization in 
which processes have 
been established for 

lessons learned and further 
productivity improvements.

Maturity Level 10 reflects a 
learning organization in 
which processes have 
been established for 

lessons learned and further 
productivity improvements.

Maturity Level 10 reflects a 
learning organization in 
which processes have 
been established for 

lessons learned and further 
productivity improvements.

How will the results continue in the future?   
What is the plan for system sustainment 

and who is responsible for it?
Ensure a system exists that includes an 

escalation plan if results start to have a 

downward trend.  Deploy official 

command media to the greater 

company community.  Enact the 

sustainment plan for ensuring new 

process continuues to be followed as 

intended. Calculate ROI to compare 

initial estimates.

How will the training be updated regulalry, as necessary?   Is 
there an ongoing way to capture and potentially integrate 

improvement ideas?
  Based on the limited deployment and feedback from 

users, a process exists for updating the training 

regulalry (who is responsible for this?).  This could be in 

the form of a checklist or automated system, but it must 

happen through some form.  Training provided to entire 

organization affected by change; Outbrief Meeting 

minutes with leadership.

The process must be maintained as necessary.  What 
constitutes an update?  Is there a forum that exists for 

reviewing any process changes?  
The team should decide on how and when the 

processes get updated after full deployement.  Also, 

the responsible organization will take over for 

process sustainment.  In order to ensure processes 

are updated as necessary, a CCB will be put in 

place to gather and implement proposed changes 

going forward.

Provide a plan for escalation of any tool issues in the 
future (bugs/breakdowns/performance issues).  If 

someone goes on vacation, will the tool still function? 
(avoid Takt file issue). 

Require documentation of sustainment process 

for any bugs to the tool (maintenance and 

support expectations) and  follow a CCB 

schedule.  Develop an escalation plan in the 

event something happens to the tool.

Provide a plan for escalation of any tool issues in the 
future (bugs/breakdowns/performance issues).  If 

someone goes on vacation, will the tool still function? 
(avoid Takt file issue). 

Require documentation of sustainment process for 

any bugs to the tool (maintenance and support 

expectations) and  follow a CCB schedule.  

Develop an escalation plan in the event something 

happens to the tool.

6.4
Engineering and 
Manufacturing 
Development

6.1 Basic Research

What is a cost model system? (define why a system is different than just producing a cost model)  What does it mean for engineering?  What is the need?  What happens if a cost model system doesn't exist? What is the expectation to accomplish this year-is it the same for 
everyone - what does that look like?

  Take roll and gain alignment on the importance of why we are here and why developing a cost model system is important to SAS Engineering (develop a method for calculating ROI)   Document the meeting notes and any adverse opinions.  Start a 

'common langugage' dictionary for future communication.  Gain alignment on the impact of the effort and what a cost model system feels like through using documented common language and the use of a contract for change.  Define what good 

means and what it looks like.  Put meeting notes in a file and set expection for future meetings. (Tell the team where all documents will be going forward).  Have a plan defined for driving team behavior (rewarding good behavior/ignorig bad 

behavior).  Document the current process flow (if one exists).  Utilize existing documentation from previous cost model system efforts and establish a a location for SME's, stakeholders, and POs to review.  Assign roles/responsibilities to those on the 

team (make sure they understand those responsibilities).  Make the schedule/time permitted to work on producing work products very clear and the expectations known.  Produce a document showing the relationships that exist/need to exist to be 

successful (current and future state).  Determine ROI calculation based on hours saved producing valid/accurage cost models.  Determine a strategy for awarding good team behavior and adverse behavior.  

Can the team articulate the problem from TRL1?  Is the team aligned with the development of a solutin considering (performance, quality, maintainability, and reliability?)  Is the solution aligned with any  management systems?  Evaluate where the team is at to determine if the 
system will utilize one soution or if multiple solutions are necessary.    Do any successful cost model systems exist that we could benchmark from (internally or externally?)  How well known is the current system across Engineering or the focus area?  Are there any barriers 

that exist/why?  Identify the players; customers, users, executors, etc.  Does a high level future process flow exist?  What does that look like?  Is there an existing cost model that we could use to leverage from (includes cost model elements)?   
The current state is documented and future state of what 'good' looks like has been documented.  The team has evaluated past experiences with cost model systems and documentation exists as proof (take roll/take meeting mins).  Start developing a 

project plan bridging the gaps between current and future state (possible a high level IMS through the end of the year).  Continue to document all the process interfaces showing management system inputs; PMS and IPDS (keeping in mind contraints 

w/resources, funding, cost model development cycles). Set an expectation and receipt of at least 2 other examples to benchmark from leading industry companies.  Ex.  the COSYSMO (Constructive

Systems Engineering Cost Model).  Gain alignment of path forward through emails and meeting mins after agreeing on the proposed plan developed including performance, cost, maintainability, operability, and reliability.  In conjunction with project 

plan, document through a matrix who will be doing what within the future state system; users, admins, customers (include the high level schedule milestones of the new process)  

6.2 Applied Research

Research 

Type

Research 

Description
TRL TRL Description

Description when TRL 

reached

Focus of effort to reach 

TRL
Governance Culture Process Tools (Eng Dev'd) Tools (IT Dev'd)

1 Basic principles observed and 
reported

Problem and Potential 
Solution Identified

Preliminary identification of 
problem; potential solutions 

identified

2 Technology concepts or 
applications (or both) formulated

System Trades 
Conducted, Point Design 

Selected

System trades; 
indentification of point 

solution

3
Analytical and experimental 

critical function or characteristic 
proof of concept (or both)

System Design, CONOPs, 
Failure Modes 
Documented

System conops; System 
decomposition; system and 
product rqmts development

How should the system perform? How do 
we measure that?  What other SAS 

functions should be considered and what 
role do they play?  Where/who makes 

inputs (data for the cost model)?  How do 
we ensure that data is accurate?  What are 
the requirements for the system elements?  

...requirements of the bid, number of 
system interfaces, level of knowledge of 
resources, bid complexity? How will we 
measure if the system is being used, if 

users are participating, and how the 
requirements are being 

developed/implemented.  Who is 
responsible (organization) for any process 

change that's been identified?
  Create a document that summarizes 

the consensus of the team on how the 

system should perform (roles and 

responsibilities), which organization is 

responsible for the change, and what 

should be measured - including system 

requirements and failure modes 

(create a document to track this) and 

interatively update it to remove the 

failure modes.  Utilize SMEs to develop 

cost model system  requirements.  

Ensure the requirements are being 

measured and track their 

implementation across organizations. 

Create a risk register.

What cultural change needs to happen, if any?  
Understanding the system and how those affected will handle 

is important to ensure system sustainment.  How will you 
identify those affected and get them on board?  Are there any 

barriers (policies/people/positions) that could affect this 
effort? Identify and utilize SMEs to understand culture 

requirements needed for system success.  Know who the 
stakeholders are and those affected by the system and 

determine their knowledge level/wilingness to change for their 
role.  

Create documentation of all the SMEs and stakeholders 

are and how they feel/what their current knowledge 

level about cost models is  (survey/artifact collection).  

Document any of the barriers that coud affect the effort.  

Get functional manager level signoff on any changes.  

Make a list of actions that will need to happen to get 

everyone on baord. Utilize the Change Leadership tool 

kit to identify and plan to address any cultural change 

issues.

What are the current process requirements?  What are 
the systems and policies that need to be followed in 

order to change the current process?    
Document all requested changes from current state 

processes in a detailed flow chart (include policies 

and processes).  Document the failure modes and 

impact of those possible failures.  List all of the 

policies and processes that have to be changed and 

find out if they can be changed.   Put all documents 

in a centralized location. 

Do any of the processes warrant a tool to be 
developed?  What problem will the tool solve?  What 

would be the requirements of the tool?  Does the effort 
involve changing an existing tool?  If so, how? Are 

there any single point solutions that will work?  What 
about any existing cost model tools the PO may have 

already developed?  Can those be utilized?
Develop the business case for developing a tool.  

Additional tools could be utilized to see if a new 

tool is necessary (PFMEA).  Document the single 

point solutions and determine what works and 

what doesn't and why.  For a possible new tool, 

document the changes that need to be made to 

get the system to future state utilizing a tool; 

thereby creating the tool specific requirements.

Do any of the processes warrant a tool to be developed 
by IT?  What problem will the tool solve that an 

Engineering tool couldn't solve?  What would be the 
requirements of the tool?  Does the effort involve 

changing something that IT has already developed?  If 
so, how?   

Develop a business case suggesting IT develop an 

enterprise wide tool.  This can be done through an 

evaluation of the Eng Developed tool.  Benchmark 

other like tools. Document any changes from an 

Eng specific tool that would need to be developed 

for the enterprsie. If anything was created by 

Engineering, leverage that knowledge/completed 

work for developing the requirements of the IT tool. 

4
Component or breadboard 
validation in a laboratory 

environment

Critical Elements Designed 
and Checked Out

Preliminary design of 
products

What are the overall CONOPS?  Wat is 
needed for system success in the future? 

What are the ctitical elements out of all the 
elements of a cost model system?  What 
are the potential system failure modes?

  Document the policies and CONOPS 

in Word.  Show through documentation 

where the current system is and be 

able to compare it to the future state.  

This document needs to also include 

the failure modes.  Identification of 

responsible organization should be 

completed.

Have the stakeholders been defined form the cration of the 
CONOPS? All stakeholders should be engaged and on board 

with proposed changes or else system failure is imminent.  
Are the stakeholders aware of the proposed changes and do 

we have their initial buy-in? 
Require some sort of documentation (email, meeting 

notes, etc.) showing who all the stakeholders are if they 

are on board with proposed changes.  Document the 

culture change activities.  Determine what the measure 

will be to know if the stakeholders are one board.   A 

contract for change will be required for the owning 

organization and support personnel accepting the 

culture change.

Is there a process flow  in the CONOPS  Who is 
responsible for the processes? Have the proposed 
preliminary processes been reviewed by SMEs?  

Create a process flow of the key steps of a cost 

model system based on the system CONOPS - 

shows who does what and how to do it.  (If there 

are sub teams within the team, ask them to create 

the process flow digram within each team). Use ppt 

or Excel to document the steps of the process.  

Document failure modes and 

mitigration/acceptance plan as agreed on  by the 

team.  Utilize meeting mins and preliminary review 

with agreement by SME's, POs, and stakeholders.

What will the tool look like and how will it act?  Has a 
process flow been created for how the tool will be used 
and integrated? What are all the interfaces?  Does it 

need to feed data to other systems or do other 
systems need to feed it?  What information should be 

delivered as an 'end item'?  How is that information 
verified?  Has a prototype be created?  Who will create 
it and what type of functionality does it need to be able 

to demonstrate? 
 Create templates for what the tool should do and 

document in Excel/Word what the interfaces/data 

are that exchange between the tool and other 

tools.   Develop the overall tool requirements for 

creating the foundation structure, architecture, 

and functionality of a preliminary tool. 

Has the Eng developed tool been evaluated for reguse in 
a formal solution?    What are the tool functionality, 

architecture, and verification methods?  Does the team 
understand what the requirements of an IT developed 
tool are?    Will this tool beign developed from IT be a 
single solution for all PO's or just a few? Where does 

this tool fit into the IT roadmap?  Does a prototype exist 
from Engineering development? 

 Articulate a process and workflow showing how 

the IT tool should work in the overall process.  This 

could be on a process flow diagram or through 

Excel.   Gain team alignment through meeting 

mins as to what the tool architecture should be.  

Complete an enterprise protoype tool which should 

be used for tool testing.

6.3a Advanced Technology 
Development

5
Component or breadboard 

validation in the relevant 
environment

Critical Elements Tested in 
Simulated Env

Final design of products; 
preliminary system 

performance analysis

Can the proposed cost system meet 
performance requirements using real data 
and simulated roles/responsibilities? Has 

this been vetted throughout the 
organization to ensure a collaborative 

solution?  
Using defined metrics, verify the 

critical cost model system elements 

meet the requirements.  Several 

significant programs in different 

business areas are used as scenarios in 

the proposed system.  Conduct a full 

trial run with SMEs and stakeholders 

with real cost data to determine if any 

failure modes or implementation gaps 

exist.

Does a plan exist for explaining to affected personnel why the 
change is needed?  What degree of goodness exist for 

'stakeholder' buyin and how do you know when you have it?
  Require additional meetings take place with verified 

stakeholders.  At those meetings, notes should be taken 

to serve as documentation of stakeholder buyin. Create 

a personnel support plan for the system both for 

deployment and sustainment with some efficiency built 

into the plan.  Use meeting minutes to document that 

all training and communication plans have been 

reviewed and approved by team including 

configuration management personnel.

Where are the CONOPS of the new processes?  Have all 
the key steps been considered?  Does the flow make 

sense?  Have the processes been validated by SME's?  
Do any policies exist that the new proccesse are in 

violation of?  Have all resources been considered for the 
new proceses?    What does the new process look like?   
What are the inputs/outputs of the cost model system? 

(interfaces)  
  Work with the team to develop the CONOPS for 

the new cost model system processes.  Document 

the new process and keep an up to date file 

showing the new process(es) being developed. 

Create a way to ensure the new proccesses will be 

followed and measure to be sure they are being 

followed.  Review the process with the SME's and 

document failure modes.  Integrate their input as a 

new revision to be reviewed by the stakeholders.   

Make sure flow diagrams are updated to include 

feedback from past cost model system failures.

Has funding been approved for the development of a 
tool?   Has all functionality and the interfaces been 

thought through?  Who will actually develop the tool?  
Someone within Engineering or IT?  Has the tool been 

tested by the developers?  Did they approve the 
continued development of the tool?  

Engineering will assign the developers through a 

roles and responsiblitiy matrix and create a 

working Engineering Tool.  The Proto Type is 

capitalized on for reuse.

How wil lthis be delivered to IT?  Who is responsible for 
overseeing IT?

 Utilizing the prototype of the IT tool, develop a 

testing process for IT to follow.  The process should 

include a review and measures of success.  Think 

through how this will be executed.  

6.3b
Demonstration and 
Validation (DemVal) 

Activities
6

Demonstration of system or 
subsystem model or prototype 

in the relevant environment

All GCPT Tested in 
Simulated Env

System performance 
demonstration; deep 

stakeholder engagement

Have indicators been developed to measure 
system success?  Does the system work 

in a simulated environment? What 
additional resources are needed and 

leadership engagement to ensure success 
now and in the future? Can a pilot of the 

system be deployed? 
Put together a plan for testing the 

proposed cost model system in a 

'simulated' environment.  It may be 

several simulations depending on how 

many single point solutions are being 

vetted. Request the data supporting a 

cost model system conceptually works 

in a simulated environment and the 

measures of 'goodness' that came from 

that test.  Develop the ability to 

determine how pervasive the system is 

used.

Did the system perform as expected in a simulated 
enviornment in order to gain in depth buy in from all 

stakeholders?  If not, what needs to change?  Was training 
documentation created?  If so, was there a plan to create it?  
Were all factors considered?  how it will be updated, how it 

will be validated, and why those impacted would want to 
comply?  

Create the documentation that shows how the proposed 

system should work for all users involved and affected.  

Create preliminary training and communicaiton plan for 

the new processes to be distrubuted for the pilot of the 

new system. Ensure management has agreed to the 

communication plan. (email/documentation of 

approval)

Have the proccesses and process requirements been 
reviewed by the stakeholders?  How were they verified?  
If they were verified, did the stakeholders approve it?  If 
not, what needs to change and how does the team plan 
on gaining approval?  Once approval is gained, do the 

stakholders approve a pilot of the process?  What is the 
deployment plan for a pilot of the processes?  
Review the proposed processes with the 

stakeholders through meetings and document their 

approval and suggestions.   

What is the plan to have stakeholders review the tool 
for further verification?  What is the measuring criteria 

by which the tool will be held to prove it meets 
performance requirements?  

Following the development of the tool, the SMEs 

and stakeholders are to review the tool and fill 

out information about the tool (survey, 

questionnaire, etc.)  The known expectation of 

the tool must be defined in order to compare the 

results of the stakeholder and SME analysis.

Do all the stakeholders agree the prototype of the tool is 
working as intended? Is it meeting system 

requirements? 
Hold a review for all stakholders to approve the 

tool based on how the prototype met the 

requirements.  Any method will work for reviewing 

the tool as long as it has already been established 

(survey, questionnaire, etc.)  Make sure the 

expected results are clear.

7
Demonstration of a system 
prototype in an operational 

environment

All GCPT Engineering 

Models  Piloted 
Successfully

Preliminary (Test) 
Deployment to small 
number of pilot areas; 
system performance 

documented; deployment 
via experts / design team

Has a plan been developed using leading 
indicators from a simulated system 

success to  allow for discussion of a pilot 
of the system with leaders, stakeholders, 

the execution team, and the affected 
community?  Following the pilot, what were 

the results of the cost model system?   
Document the results and failure 

modes for implementation into the a 

feedback loop. Test the system against 

a list of programs that is a variety of 

programs in the future environment 

and meets performance requirements 

on those programs selected.

Have all stakeholders been engaged according to a 
stakeholder engagement plan?  Did they bring to light any 

barriers?  What level of commitment does the team have from 
them for reviewing the changes that are proposed?  For the 

proposed changes, has trianing been created?  
Distribute communication and training to those involved 

in the pilot of the new cost model system.  Utilizing a 

feedback loop, measure the effectiveness of the initial 

training and document any changes necessary for the 

training in order to review and  update, as needed.  

Conduct a 'mid-system check' to calculate if additional 

resources are required to continue with more mature 

TRL including LRIP and full system deployment.

What is the criteria for a successful pilot utilizing the 
proposed processes?  Were appropriate measures of 

success created to compare pilot results to?  Was data 
captured during the pilot to indicate system 

performance?  
Process piloted; document who the pilot was 

conducted on, what were the roles and 

responsiblities, what was the performance 

expectation, and what was the outcome.  Feedback 

of failures will be documented and the 

configuration management process used to make 

updates.  Ensure the CM progress is followed.  

Was a plan developed to deploy and pilot the tool?  
Who will the tool be piloted by?  Were the appropriate 

SME's (experts) utlized in the pilot plan of the tool?  
How was their feedback captured?  Do any changes 
need to be made based on their feedback?  After the 
changes were developed, was the tool piloted again 

until it was verified as successful?  
Utilizing an a pilot plan that's been clearly 

documented (Excel/IMS), deploy the tool to a 

small group of SMEs to act as the pilot for the 

engineering developed tool.  Capture everything 

that happens (good/bad) in order to improve the 

tool prior to release.  Any feedback of failures 

should be documented so the CM process can be 

tested for use.

Plan to pilot the IT developed tool.  What does the plan 
look like?  What is the schedule and communication 

plan to notify the 'experts' who will need to pilot the tool?  
Create a pilot plan and identify the experts to be 

involved with the pilot of the tool.  Make sure you 

have buy in from the experts and they understand 

the expectations.  This can be accomplished 

through the development of a clear plan (IMS, 

Excel, etc.)

8
Actual system completed and 
"flight qualified" through testing 
and demonstration activities

All GCPT Final System 

Elements  Piloted 
Successfully

Deployment to small 
number of areas; 

deployment via experts / 
design team; Focused 
training for operational 

deployment

Did the pilot meet performance 
requirements?  What were the 

requirements and performance?  What 
does performance look like in the futre?  

Using checklists, review the 

performance and desig requirements 

from the team and pilot of proposed 

changes.  Ensure the stakeholders 

have validated the performance of the 

pilot through meeting minutes, emails, 

etc.  Do the data validaton to prove 

this.

How has the stakeholder engagement been effective?  Can it 
be measured?  

Finalize the training through feedback from the pilot 

and SME implementation.  Distribute 

communicatication to all levels of the organization and 

make sure the system is prepared for larger deployment 

(LRIP, including explanation of change, how it will 

affect personnel, and what training is available); 

Strategies developed to get personnel to want to make 

the change.

In order to ensure process sustainment, validate where it 
goes in IPDS.  Does this have to get vetted through 

anyone?  Who are the right folks to be involved in getting 
a new process embedded in IPDS?  What other systems 

should be considered for management purposes/data 
collection?  ONce implemented, what verification is 

required the process is being followed?  
Expectation of the team working to perform the role 

of integrating any new processes into IPDS.  Have 

official command media and any company system 

process changes ready for implementation.   

Following a limited pilot of the tool, were any changes 
made?  How were they implemented?  Is the tool 

ready to be released under configuration control and 
referenced in SAS Engineering policies?  

Document the results of the pilot and compare 

them to the initial expected requirements (tool 

design, tool performance, and tool's intent).  

Agree as a team on where the tool should be 

referenced for use in IPDS and other 

management systems.  Tool meets criteria 

needed to be formally released; configuration 

controls are in place for the design; Determine 

transition from design and development team to 

sustaining team (access control changes, 

infrastructure, sustainment support, sustainment 

hardware / software systems)  User help 

integrated guides and assistance  proto-call 

defined; Tool usability demonstrated by users 

and documented via feedback loop; Assessment 

completed to determine any need changes to 

ensure large user group acceptance; Capitol 

investment assessment completed.

Following a limited pilot of the tool, were any changes 
made?  How were they implemented?  Is the tool ready 

to be released under configuration control and referenced 
in SAS Engineering policies?  

Document the results of the pilot and compare 

them to the expected requirements (tool design, 

tool performance, and tool's intent).     Agree as a 

team on where the tool should be referenced for 

use in IPDS and other management systems.

9
Actual system "flight proven" 
through successful mission 

operations
All GCPT in LRIP

Limited deployment 
according to written 
deployment plan; 

deployment via operational 
team

Based on the pilot performance, what 
additional engagement is needed for 

success?  Does a deployment exist for 
limited system implementation?  Do 

metrics exist to measure system 
implementation success?  

Record the metrics in an agreed upon, 

organized location for continued 

sucess.  This should be part of a 

standard set of metrics showing 

sustained performance.  Document 

these changes and validate why they 

are needed.   Ensure LRIP testing is 

completed with several program tests 

completed without any issues.

Is the training effective?  Have the new changes been 
communicated well?  How do we know?  What 

measurements are in place to understand the effectiveness of 
the training?  

Utilize the feedback and measurements from initial 

training through emails, surveys, meeting minutes, etc. 

and update any materials, as needed for limited 

deployment.  Make sure the team has a clear 

understanding what is needed to "Go Live" in the 

Production environment; Knowledge transfer plan is in 

place to transfer from design and deployment team to 

sustaining team.

Has the pilot of the process been successful?  Are there 
metrics that show the success of the pilot and what is 

expected in limited deployement?  Has the process been 
implemented into IPDS?  Is the process ready for limited 

deployment? 
 Create formal documentation of the process and 

how it should work (who will own it) for limited, 

full, and ongoing deployment.  Gain agreement 

from consensus of the team and the proper level of 

managemement.  Different PO's could have 

different ideas for their specific products. (policies, 

enablers, guidelines, etc.)

Now that the tool is in IPDS and referenced properly in 
management systems, ensure the tool is ready for 
LRIP.  Are all tool management pieces in order?  Is 

tool performance documented?  Does the tool operate 
as it should?  

Document any tool performance issues hindering 

it from being fully deployed.  Enact plan to 

update all command media following a 

sustainment plan.  In order to ensure all tools are 

updated as necessary, a CCB will be put in place 

to gather and implement proposed changes 

going forward.

Now that the tool is in IPDS and referenced properly in 
management systems, ensure the tool is ready for LRIP.  

Are all tool management pieces in order?  Is tool 
performance documented?  Does the tool operate as it 

should?  
Document any tool performance issues hindering it 

from being fully deployed.  

6.6
Operational Systems 

(Maintenance) "10"
System Deployed, Operational, 

and Effective
All GCPT in Production / 

Sustainment

Ongoing pervasive 
deployment and 

maintenance

How will the results continue in the future?   
What is the plan for system sustainment 

and who is responsible for it?
Ensure a system exists that includes an 

escalation plan if results start to have a 

downward trend.  Deploy official 

command media to the greater 

company community.  Enact the 

sustainment plan for ensuring new 

process continuues to be followed as 

intended. Calculate ROI to compare 

initial estimates.

How will the training be updated regulalry, as necessary?   Is 
there an ongoing way to capture and potentially integrate 

improvement ideas?
  Based on the limited deployment and feedback from 

users, a process exists for updating the training 

regulalry (who is responsible for this?).  This could be in 

the form of a checklist or automated system, but it must 

happen through some form.  Training provided to entire 

organization affected by change; Outbrief Meeting 

minutes with leadership.

The process must be maintained as necessary.  What 
constitutes an update?  Is there a forum that exists for 

reviewing any process changes?  
The team should decide on how and when the 

processes get updated after full deployement.  Also, 

the responsible organization will take over for 

process sustainment.  In order to ensure processes 

are updated as necessary, a CCB will be put in 

place to gather and implement proposed changes 

going forward.

Provide a plan for escalation of any tool issues in the 
future (bugs/breakdowns/performance issues).  If 

someone goes on vacation, will the tool still function? 
(avoid Takt file issue). 

Require documentation of sustainment process 

for any bugs to the tool (maintenance and 

support expectations) and  follow a CCB 

schedule.  Develop an escalation plan in the 

event something happens to the tool.

Provide a plan for escalation of any tool issues in the 
future (bugs/breakdowns/performance issues).  If 

someone goes on vacation, will the tool still function? 
(avoid Takt file issue). 

Require documentation of sustainment process for 

any bugs to the tool (maintenance and support 

expectations) and  follow a CCB schedule.  

Develop an escalation plan in the event something 

happens to the tool.

6.4
Engineering and 
Manufacturing 
Development

6.1 Basic Research

What is a cost model system? (define why a system is different than just producing a cost model)  What does it mean for engineering?  What is the need?  What happens if a cost model system doesn't exist? What is the expectation to accomplish this year-is it the same for 
everyone - what does that look like?

  Take roll and gain alignment on the importance of why we are here and why developing a cost model system is important to SAS Engineering (develop a method for calculating ROI)   Document the meeting notes and any adverse opinions.  Start a 

'common langugage' dictionary for future communication.  Gain alignment on the impact of the effort and what a cost model system feels like through using documented common language and the use of a contract for change.  Define what good 

means and what it looks like.  Put meeting notes in a file and set expection for future meetings. (Tell the team where all documents will be going forward).  Have a plan defined for driving team behavior (rewarding good behavior/ignorig bad 

behavior).  Document the current process flow (if one exists).  Utilize existing documentation from previous cost model system efforts and establish a a location for SME's, stakeholders, and POs to review.  Assign roles/responsibilities to those on the 

team (make sure they understand those responsibilities).  Make the schedule/time permitted to work on producing work products very clear and the expectations known.  Produce a document showing the relationships that exist/need to exist to be 

successful (current and future state).  Determine ROI calculation based on hours saved producing valid/accurage cost models.  Determine a strategy for awarding good team behavior and adverse behavior.  

Can the team articulate the problem from TRL1?  Is the team aligned with the development of a solutin considering (performance, quality, maintainability, and reliability?)  Is the solution aligned with any  management systems?  Evaluate where the team is at to determine if the 
system will utilize one soution or if multiple solutions are necessary.    Do any successful cost model systems exist that we could benchmark from (internally or externally?)  How well known is the current system across Engineering or the focus area?  Are there any barriers 

that exist/why?  Identify the players; customers, users, executors, etc.  Does a high level future process flow exist?  What does that look like?  Is there an existing cost model that we could use to leverage from (includes cost model elements)?   
The current state is documented and future state of what 'good' looks like has been documented.  The team has evaluated past experiences with cost model systems and documentation exists as proof (take roll/take meeting mins).  Start developing a 

project plan bridging the gaps between current and future state (possible a high level IMS through the end of the year).  Continue to document all the process interfaces showing management system inputs; PMS and IPDS (keeping in mind contraints 

w/resources, funding, cost model development cycles). Set an expectation and receipt of at least 2 other examples to benchmark from leading industry companies.  Ex.  the COSYSMO (Constructive

Systems Engineering Cost Model).  Gain alignment of path forward through emails and meeting mins after agreeing on the proposed plan developed including performance, cost, maintainability, operability, and reliability.  In conjunction with project 

plan, document through a matrix who will be doing what within the future state system; users, admins, customers (include the high level schedule milestones of the new process)  

6.2 Applied Research
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Defining the Costing Systems Teams
Description

SFA 1 - Costs and Models 

System Engineering

SFA 2  - In-Process 

Metrics Reporting

SFA 3 - Costing 

Integrated Gate 4 and 

ROM Bids

SFA 4 - Costing an 

Integrated EAC

SFA 5 - Integrated 

Parametric Cost Data 

Analysis

SFA 6 - Should Cost / 

Design to Cost
SFA 7 - Priced to Win

SFA 8 - Final Costs 

Records Retention

Sub Focus Area Team 
High Level Description

This would consist of a 
team of passionate 

contributors toward the 
development of the Costs 
and Models System made 

up of both Costs and 
Models experts and GCPT 
assurance team members.

This team would consist 
roughly of the same 

individuals who prepare the 
MCoP reports plus those of 
the CMSE team tasked with 

making sure all data 
collection activities are 

synergistic.  The lead of this 
team would be the 

champion for the In-
Process reporting of the 

organization (both 
Engineering and non-

Engineering)

This team would consist of 
a core group of Gate 4 and 
GCPT experts.  The lead of 

this team would be a 
champion for the efficient 
and effective bidding of 

Gate 4 programs.

This team would consist of 
a core group of EAC and 

GCPT experts.  The lead of 
this team will be considered 
the champion for effective 

and efficient EAC 
developments.

This team would consist of 
a core group of Parametric 

Cost Data Analysis and 
GCPT experts.  The lead of 

this team will be 
considered the champion 
for effective and efficient 
Parametric Cost Data 

Analysis.

This team would consist of 
a core group of Should 

Cost/Design to Cost and 
GCPT experts.  The lead of 
this team will be considered 

the champion for Should 
Cost/Design to Cost 

development.

This team would consist of 
a core group of Priced to 
Win and GCPT experts.  

The lead of this team will be 
considered the champion 
for effective and efficient 
Priced to Win practices.

This team would consist of 
a core group of Final Cost 
and GCPT experts.  The 
lead of this team will be 

considered the champion 
for effective and efficient 

Final Cost Records 
Retention.  The goal is to 

insure that upon completion 
of any job, sufficient 

information has been saved 
and documented in a way 
that is compatible with all 

Costing activities.

Sub Focus Area Team 
Responsibilities

This team is responsible for 
the initial generation of 
roadmap of Sub Focus 

Area maturity improvement 
for each Costing Sub 

Focus Area.  This team is 
responsible for insuring that 

all data structures are 
synergistic (for exampl that 

final cost collections are 
built on in process cost 

collections and EAC) and 
that all data structures are 

compatible.

This team is responsible for 
creating the In-Process 
productivity reporting 

process flow diagram.  This 
team is responsible for 
insuring that this flow 

diagram is compatible with 
product level productivity 

reporting as well as 
individual discipline based 
productivity reporting.  This 
team is tasked with insuring 

that the in process data 
gathering is compatible with 

and synergistic to EAC 
development and Final 
costing and productivity 

disposition.

This team is responsible for 
the development of the 

requirements and 
implementation of effective 

and synergistic Gate 4  
integrated product level 
bidding.  This team is 

tasked with insuring that the 
BOEs, cost estimation 

methods, gas gauges and 
architectures are 

compatible and integrated 
across each product and 
product level.  In addition 
this team is tasked with 
insuring that bidding and 

bidding data is synergistic 
across all organizations 
SAS as well as providing 

representation to Corporate 
teams that are attempting 

the same efficiencies.

This team is responsible for 
creating the Integrated EAC 
process flow diagram.  This 

team is responsible for 
insuring that this flow 

diagram is compatible with 
product level productivity 

reporting as well as 
individual discipline based 
productivity reporting.  This 
team is tasked with insuring 
that the EAC data gathering 

is compatible with and 
synergistic to in-process 

metrics reporting and Final 
costing and productivity 
disposition as well as 

meeting the needs of the 
business reporting.

This team is responsible 
for creating the standards 

for using parametric data in 
bids as well as creating the 

parametric cost 
development flow 

diagrams.  One of the 
important responsibilities is 
to provide governance for 

all parametric models used 
for bidding (e.g. R squared, 

F probability, coefficient 
update calendar etc).

This team is responsible for 
creating the "Should 

Cost/Design to Cost" flow 
diagram.  This team is 

responsible for insuring that 
this flow diagram is 

compatible with advancing 
the bidding process for 

Gate 4 bids and ROM as 
well as participating in the 
parametric development to 

insure that quick turn 
architectural evaluation is 
possible.  This team will 

actively engage the 
architecture roarmaps as 

well as the price to win 
activities.

This team is responsible for 
creating the Priced to Win 
flow diagram.  This team is 
responsible for insuring that 

this flow diagram is 
compatible with advancing 

the bidding process for 
Gate 4 bids and ROM as 
well as participating in the 
parametric development to 

insure that quick turn 
architectural evaluation is 
possible.  This team will 

actively engage the 
architecture roarmaps as 

well as the price to win 
activities.

This team is responsible for 
creating the Priced to Win 
flow diagram and sets the 
requirements for all final 

state costing records 
retention.  This team is 

responsible for insuring that 
this flow diagram and data 
retention is compatible with 

all costing activitiese.  

Sub Focus Area Team 
Mission Statement 
(primary activity)

The primary activity of this 
team is to provide the 

systems thinking for the 
maturity improvement of all 

other Sub Focus Areas.

The primary activity of this 
team is the development of 
a collaborative environment 

in which all in-process 
productivity reporting data 
structures are input and 

accessed in a way that is 
synergistic to all other 

Costing Sub-Focus Areas.

The primary activity of this 
team is to develop the 
processes and list of 

verified artifacts that insure 
that Gate 4 bids are 

integrated and convincing.  
One example of this 

mission would be that a 
Gate 4 bid would use data 
from the same program at 
all levels of the integrated 

bid. 

The primary activity of this 
team is the development of  

all EAC data structures, 
methods and tools such 

that EACs are synergistic to 
all other Costing Sub-Focus 
Areas and compatible with 
each business reporting 

needs.

The primary activity of this 
team is insuring that 

parametric models are 
developed correctly and 
implemented correctly in 

bids.   

The primary activity of this 
team is insuring broad 

"should cost/design to cost" 
capability meets industry 

standards as well as 
participates in corporate 

expectations.

The primary activity of this 
team is insuring broad 
Priced to Win capability 

meets industry standards 
as well as participates in 
corporate expectations.

The primary activity of this 
team is insuring that the 

final state of conpleted job 
data is compatible and 

available for all activities 
that require the data.  For 

example, there is 
compatible size and cost 

information to those 
activities that require 
internally developed 

parametric models as well 
as commercial models.

Sub Focus Area Vision 
(Near, Mid, Long)

The vision of this team will 
be written by the team 
members, but it should 
include near term (easy 
wins), mid-term and long 

term aspects.

The vision of this team will 
be written by the team 
members, but it should 
include near term (easy 
wins), mid-term and long 

term aspects.

The vision of this team will 
be written by the team 
members, but it should 
include near term (easy 
wins), mid-term and long 

term aspects.

The vision of this team will 
be written by the team 
members, but it should 
include near term (easy 
wins), mid-term and long 

term aspects.

The vision of this team will 
be written by the team 
members, but it should 
include near term (easy 
wins), mid-term and long 

term aspects.

The vision of this team will 
be written by the team 
members, but it should 
include near term (easy 
wins), mid-term and long 

term aspects.

The vision of this team will 
be written by the team 
members, but it should 
include near term (easy 
wins), mid-term and long 

term aspects.

The vision of this team will 
be written by the team 
members, but it should 
include near term (easy 
wins), mid-term and long 

term aspects.

Sub Focus Area GCPT 
Guidance

Plans for development and 
sustainment as well as 
training for those who 

provide the data.  Some 
sort of presentation that 

provides information for the 
value of success and 

continued success of each 
sub focus area.  A method 
of governance that insures 
this sub focus area and all 
other sub focus areas are 

making progress.  This 
team will provide the key 
team driven metrics to 

insure that the individual 
sub focus teams are 

operating effectively and 
provide  these metrics to 
management.  This team 

will maintain its own activity 
success metrics as well as 

govern and report the 
success metrics of all other 

sub focus area teams.

Plans for development and 
sustainment as well as 
training for those who 

provide the data.  Some 
sort of presentation that 

provides information for the 
value of success and 

continued success in this 
area.  A method of 

governance that insures 
accurate and timely data.  

This team will provide team 
driven metrics to the SFA 1 

team to demonstrate to 
management that the team 

is operating effectively.

Plans for development and 
sustainment as well as 
training for those who 

prepare Gate 4 bids.  Some 
sort of presentation that 

provides information for the 
value of success for 

improving Gate 4 efficiency.  
A method of governance 

that insures this sub focus 
area and all other sub focus 
areas are making progress.  
This team will provide the 
key metrics to insure that 

Bids are being 
accomplished through a 

system of "always 
improving" and provide  

these metrics to 
management.  This team 

will maintain its own activity 
success metrics to insure 
that the team is operating 
effectively with a sense of 

urgency.

Plans for development and 
sustainment as well as 
training for those who 

prepare EACs.  Some sort 
of presentation that 

provides information for the 
value of success and 

continued success in this 
area.  A method of 

governance that insures 
accurate and timely EACs 
as well as improved cost of 

the EAC process that 
contributes to overall 

product knowledge in other 
costing sub focus areas.  

This team will provide team 
driven metrics to the SFA 1 

team to demonstrate to 
management that the team 

is operating effectively.

Plans for development and 
sustainment as well as 
training for those who 

collect and analyze data for 
the purpose of developing 

parametric models for 
products and discipline.  

Some sort of presentation 
that provides information 
for the value of success 

and continued success in 
this area.  A method of 

governance that insures 
accurate parametric 
models as well as 

improved cost of the 
bidding process that 
contributes to overall 

product knowledge in other 
costing sub focus areas.  

This team will provide team 
driven metrics to the SFA 1 

team to demonstrate to 
management that the team 

is operating effectively.

Plans for development and 
sustainment as well as 
training for those who 

perform "Should 
Cost/Design to Cost".  

Some sort of presentation 
that provides information for 

the value of success and 
continued success in this 

area.  A method of 
governance that insures 

accurate "Should 
Cost/Design to Cost" 

activities.  This team will 
provide team driven metrics 

to the SFA 1 team to 
demonstrate to 

management that the team 
is operating effectively.

Plans for development and 
sustainment as well as 
training for those who 
perform Priced to Win.  

Some sort of presentation 
that provides information for 

the value of success and 
continued success in this 

area.  A method of 
governance that insures 
accurate Priced to Win 
activities.  This team will 

provide team driven metrics 
to the SFA 1 team to 

demonstrate to 
management that the team 

is operating effectively.

Plans for development and 
sustainment of the data 

base.  Some sort of 
presentation that provides 
information for the value of 

success and continued 
success in this area.  A 

method of governance that 
insures universality of the 
dataset.  This team will 

provide team driven metrics 
to the SFA 1 team to 

demonstrate to 
management that the team 

is operating effectively.

Sub Focus Area Major 
Artifacts of Progress

This team will define its 
own artifacts and govern 

the artifact generation of the 
other sub focus area 

teams.  In addition, some 
artifacts of this team should 

include a costing system 
architecture along with a 
system data structure 

architecture.  

Some artifacts of this team 
should include in-process 
productivity reporting flow 
diagrams of the current 

reporting processes, a plan 
for synergistic alignment of 
all reporting structures and 
a future state in-process 
reporting flow diagram.  

One measure of success is 
a high meeting attendance 

rate.

Some artifacts of this team 
should include integrated 
BOEs that are consistent 
across all levels of product 
ownership and levels of the 

business (production, 
support, engineering, 
business ops etc) and 

integrated Gas Gauges that 
are consistent across all 
levels of the Gate 4 bid. 

Some artifacts of this team 
should include EAC 

process flow diagrams of 
the current EAC processes, 

a plan for synergistic 
alignment of EAC reporting 

and a future state in-
process reporting flow 

diagram and final cost and 
size reporting.  One 

measure of success is a 
high meeting attendance 

rate.

Some artifacts of this team 
should include parametric 

model specifications, a 
plan for model 

development and a future 
state model development 

flow diagram and final cost 
and sizing methodology.  

Some artifacts of this team 
should include ""Should 

Cost/Design to Cost" flow 
diagrams of the current 
"Should Cost/Design to 

Cost" processes, a plan for 
synergistic alignment of 
"Should Cost/Design to 

Cost" with ROMs and Gate 
4 bids as well as Price to 

Win and a future state flow 
diagram.  One measure of 
success is a high meeting 

attendance rate.

Some artifacts of this team 
should include Priced to 
Win flow diagrams of the 

current Priced to Win 
processes, a plan for 

synergistic alignment of 
Priced to Win with ROMs 
and Gate 4 bids as well as 
Design to Cost and a future 

state flow diagram.  One 
measure of success is a 
high meeting attendance 

rate.

Some artifacts of this team 
should include data flow 
diagrams of the current 

SFA processes, a plan for 
synergistic alignment of all 
activity requirements and a 
future state flow diagram.  

One measure of success is 
a high meeting attendance 

rate.
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Where are We on the Path?

Electrical
Level 2, 3, 4 Mechanical

Level 2, 3, 4 Software
Level 2, 3, 4 Systems 

Development
IVV
Level 1

SCM, Ops, 
PM
Level ?
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Concluding Remarks

 6 Years into the process
– Many roadblocks in functional organizations
– Trend toward finding a product owner helpful
– Document where we are, where we are going
– Data is the key!
– Know What You Do!
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Backup Slides
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